
EXCAVATIONS ON THE NORTH SLOPE OF THE ACROPOLIS 
IN ATHENS, 1933-1934 

PLATE I 

THE SITE 

The chief results of.the first two campaigns of the excavations on the North Slope 
of the Acropolis have been published in two reports which have appeared in earlier 
numbers of the Ilesperia.' The last of these includes all the inscriptions, the prehistoric 
pottery, and the mnore important of the other objects, as well as the site itself, so far as 
it had been excavated in the fall of 1932. In a later campaign, carried on in the fall 
of 1933 and continued in the spring of 1934, the work was resumed at various places 
in the area covered by the plan in Plate 1.2 At this time the whole lower area was 
cleared dowii to the line of modern houses, and on the upper slope the entire length of 
the Mycenaean ascent from the lower area to the Acropolis wall was laid bare (Fig. 1). In 
addition to these main sections several trial pits were sunk among the trees on the higher 
slope to the south and east of the stairway. An account of this work will be set forth 
in the present report, together with a discussion of the cult of Aphrodite in the light of 
these investigations, a description of the most important fragments of sculpture, and a 
study of all the inscriptions not included in the previous reports. The terracotta figurines 
will be published in a separate article by Professor Charles H. Morgan, and the classical 
pottery by Dr. Mary Zelia Pease.3 

In the excavations of 1931 and 1932 twelve steps of the Mycenaean stairway were 
laid bare below the Acropolis wall. At the same time traces of small houses were 

1 Iespei-ia, T, 1932, pp. 31-55; lI, 1933, pp. 329-417. 
2 Brief mention of the work has appeared in the reports of recent discoveries in the various archaco- 

logical journals: A. J. A., XXXVIII, 1934, pp. 310 f.; Arc-h. Anz., 1934, pp. 125-126; J. H. S., LIV, 1934, 
p. 186. the extent of the work in the last campaign is most easily traced by a comparison of thie plan 
in Plate I with tbe plan published in the precediing report, Hesperia, I1, 1933, pl. XI. 

3 The cost of the excavations in 1933 and 1934 was covered partly by a special appropriation of the 
Ameiican School of Classical Studies and partly by a gift from the American Mlinister in Athens, Mlr. Lincoln 
MeVeaglh, wvlho also took active part in the work. The work in the field was ca rried on jointly by 
Professor Morgani and myself. The Director of the American School of Classical Studies, Mr. Iilchard 
Stillwell, has made some impot tant corrections in the manuscript. The plan in Plate I was drawn by 
Mr. John Travlos in 1933 and completed by him after the last eampaign. Ti1e drawing for figure 70 was 
made by Miss Constance Curry. The photographs have been made by Mr. Herrnann Wagner. To all these, 
whose interest and assistance haive made possible the work set forth in these pages I am greatly indebted. 
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Fig. 1. Upper Area, Showing Myceiiaean Ascent 
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discovered, which, to judge from the pottery found on the floors, were abandoned abruptly 
at a time near the end of the Mycenaean period. Since the debris from these houses 
extended over a part of the stairway, it seemed reasonable to conclude that the postern 
gate was no longoer used at the time when the houses were built. This conclusion is 
amply supported by the discoveries in the last campaign. To the east of room B 
a somewhat smaller room D was discovered, the floor level of which is ca. 0.60 m. below 

Fig. 2. Mycenaean Room E from the Southwvest 

that of B. Thie wall between B and D has mostly disappeared, but the line of demarcation 
between the different floor levels leaves no doubt as to its direction. It is not unlikely 
that the two rooms were part of the same house with a door and one or two steps 
leading from one to the other. In D were found a large number of thin slabs of stone, 
probably used for flooring, but most of them lay in a disorderedi condition. Along the 
south side of the room was found a heap of yellow clay, numerous fragments of coarse 
pithoi, animal bones, and ash. Evidently the rooin had been used as a comnbined kitchen 
and storeroom. A few stones of the east wall were found in place, and the sloping rock 
at the north end of this wall shows traces of having been worked down. 
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Anotlher wall which runs nearly parallel to the east wall of D forms the west wall 
of another small room E (Figs. 2 and 3).1 The narrow space between the two walls, 
only 0.256 m. wide, seems to have been intended as an outlet for the rain water from the 
slope above. The north wall of E, which is less well preserved, forms a slightly obtuse 
angle with the west wall. The east and south walls have disappeared altogether. In 
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Diggfing utnder the east wall of room D and the west wall of E we discovered three 
steps of the stairway (Fig. 3, st), worn smooth on top. This offers the most indisputable 
proof of the fact that the houses were built after the permallent abandonmenlt of the 
stairway and postern gate in the Acropolis wall. Farther down the slope the stairway 
has left but scanty traces. Only a single step remains at point F (P1. I and Fig. 1). in 
a narrow passage between two ledges of rock. The course of the path, which can easily 
be deterinined from the configuration of the rocky slope, is indicated by dotted lilnes on 
the plani (P1. I). At the point N it skirted the rock containing the east group of niches 
which are discussed in the earlier report.' The lower part of the ascending path must 
have been tised eveen after the stairway had been abandoned, since this constitutes the 
only convenient ascent to the houses. The fact that the path led directly past the east 
group of niches is probably significant. There is every probability that the shrine 
indicated by the niches, like some of the other cult places in the vicinity, goes hack to 
very early times, possibly even to that obscure period of transition from the Mycenaean 
to the early Iron Ag,e when many of tlle religious conceptions and practices of the Greeks 
seem-to have taken root. 

The late Mycenaean settlement on the slope was not limited to the few lhouses found 
along the line of ascent to the citadel. In the pits dug farther up the slope (P1. I: G, H, 1)2 

remains of lhouse floors and even some traces of walls were discernible. A considerable 
aimount of Myceniaean pottery, including some whole vases, was brought to light in these 
pits. The lhouses are, however, so thoroughly destroyed that it did not seem worth while 
to indicate anly of them on the plan. Because of the difficulty of piling up the earth 
on the precipitous slope the trenches had to be dug piecemeal and filled up immediately, 
alnd the disturbed condition of the liousewalls made it impossible under such conditions 
to obtaini reliable measurements. Should it become desirable in the future to lay bare 
part of the upper slope, the remains of walls fotund in our trenches can then be measured 
and drawn, togetlher with whatever may appear in the areas not yet tested. 

In addition to the Mycenaean remains, important finds from later periods were m-nade 
in pits G-I. Two of the fifth century inscriptions (Nos. 11 and 22) came from there. 
In pit H below a mixed fill of late date a layer of fallen stones covered most of the 
area. Below these the fill contained chiefly B. F. ware, including the fragments of the 
fine white ground( lekythos painted by Pasiades (see article on the pottery, No. 1(39, fig. 39), 
and a few pieces of R. F. vases. Doubtless we are dealing with part of the " Perserschutt," 
some of which may have been throwin over the wall at this place. Mixed with this fill 
were found a large nuimber of bronze arrow-heads, many of them bent at the point (Fig. 4),3 

ancd also some javelin points and numerous arrow-heads of iron (Fig. 5). 

I EIespeict, II, 1933, p. 345. 
2 TI'he irregtularity of the trenches wots caused by the attenipt to spare, as far as possible, the trees 

oin the slope. 
3 Cf. the points ptiblished in the last report, Hesperia, II, 1933, p 341, fig. 13. 
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The bronze arrow-heads fall into three types. The most common of these have three 
ribs and a socket I in which the shaft was fixed. In figure 4 the first eight of the upper 
row and all in the middle row belong to this type. More than half (all in the middle 
row) are blunted or bent at the point. The second type, which is really a variationi 
of the first is a sim-all poinit triangular in section.2 To this variety belong the last five 

*1#*iSIS*j14&t 

Fig. 4. Broonze Arrow-Heads 

in the upper row of figure 4. The arrow-heads in the bottomii row belong to a type 
slightly less common than the first, with a midrib extending from the socket to the 

1 Cf. Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 341, fig. 13, a-c. This type corresponds to the ' triangular bladed " type of 
W. M. Flinders Petrie, Tools and Weapons, p. 33, especially pl. XLI, 60, 61 and pl. XLII, 218-226; G. Richter, 
Gk, Eht. anzd Born. Bronzes, p. 404, type IJ. In Egypt the trianguilar type, according to Petrie, "is never 
fouind till after the great Scythiani inivasioni of Syria, 624-596 B.c." His conclusion is that the Egyptian 
examples arc derived fromn a Scythiani source. 

2 Cf. lIesperia, II, 1933, p. 341, fig. 13, d. The " triangular solid " type of I'etrie, op). cit., p. 33, pl. XLII, 
227-232. 
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point and having two broad flanges.' This type, though probably more easily made, 
was certainly less serviceable. The majority are bent out of shape, and in some cases 
they are found with the point broken off. A slight variation from the common type is 
shown in the last example of the bottom row, which has a strengtheningf rib alongf the 
outer edges. The iron arrow-heads shown in figure 5 are also flat, with midrib and two 
flanges. Most of them are provided with a tang which was attached to the shaft, but 
a few have sockets. They are, as a rule, so corroded that the exact shape cannot easily 
be determined. One small specimen, the middle one in the lower row of figure 5, is 
triangyular in section. The iron arrow-heads are considerably larger than those of bronze. 
The small point in the lower right corner of figrure 5, which is made of obsidian, was 
not found with the others. It came out of the prehistoric fill 2 in room D, Plate I. 
The best preserved of the iron spear points discovered together with the arrow-heads is 
shown in figure 5. It consists of a flat blade with mi(rib and a socket for the shaft. 

There can be little doubt that the spear poilnts anid arrow heads (except the small 
one of obsidian) date from the time of the Persian attack on the Acropolis. The latest 
of the sherds from the fill in which the weapons were discovered belong to the early 
years of the fifth century. Since so large a percentage of the arrow-heads are bent or 
blunted at the point, it is obvious that they were used in action on the spot. They all 
belong to types common in Greece in the classical period. It is worthy of note that 
many of the arrow-heads in the British Museum, which are alleged to have come from 
the battlefield at Marathon, are quite different from ours.3 This is not surprising in 
view of the fact that the battle at Marathon was fought by the Persians directly as they 
lanlded from their ships and, consequently, their supplies of weapons brought from Asia 
wvere probably used. The attacks on the Acropolis, on the other hand, took place after 
several months of fighting on Greek soil. During that time their original supplies would 
have been exhausted and Greek craftsmen, pressed into service or willing,ly joining, the 
invaders. were probably employed to supply the need. This historical consideration 
alone may be sufficient to explain the difference in the weapons from the two fields of 
battle. It is a fact, however, that no adequate chronological study of alncient bronze 
and iron arrow-heads exists,4 and until this need is supplied it is hazardous to draw 

I Cf. Hesperia, II, 1933, P. 341, fig. 13, e, f. The " ribbed bladed " type of Petrie, op. cit., p. 33, pl. XLI, 
4-1-47, and pl. XLII, 212-215, 237, 238. 

2 Similar obsidiain points were fotund in the foturth shaft grave of AMycenae (G. Karo, Schachtgrdber von 
11Mijkenai, p. 208 and pl. CI) and at many other prelhistoric sites. 

3 British Mus., Gk. antd Rom. Life, p. 101, fig. 103. The collection published by K. Schumacher (Samml. 
ant. Bron1zBen, p. 1.44, No. 748 and pl. XlV) lhas several specimiens like those froin the North Slope of the 
Acropolis, butt the auithor questions their alleged provenance. 

4 Brief cliscussions of the suibject will be foulnd in. Daremb.-Sagl., Dict. des Ant., article on Sagitta by 
A. J. R-einach; Fliniders Petrie, op. cit., chapter VII; G. Ricllter, op. cit., pp. 403-408; and Hubert Schmnidt's 
excellent disculssion of the triangtular arrow-heads in Pumpelly, Explorations in Turkestan, pp. 183 ff. 
Concerning the tlhree-edged type which he calls Graeco-Scythian, he says: "They were certainly used in 
the Graeco-Persian wars by the Persians as well as by the Greeks." Referenc es to other articles are 
giveil by these authors. 
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Fig. 5. Speai Poinit and Aiiow-Heads of Iron and Obsidian 

important conclusions from this difference. The various museum collections, the provenance 
of which can. rarely be ascertained with certainty, are of little use for a study of this 
kind. The material from our excavation, discovered as it was in a datable fill and 
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unquestionably connected with a definite historical event, gives one fixed chronological 
point for such a work. 

The place where the weapons were discovered near the Mycenaean postern gate, 
has always been the most assailable point of the wall, apart from the main approach 
on the west side, and the besieoing army of the Persians would obviously launch their 
attacks here. The arrows slhot against the defenders and repelled by their shields and 
by the wall, would tend to accumulate at the foot of the 
rock, where they were buried in the debris. In pit G, a 
little farther down the slope, there appeared the skeleton 
of a man, lying face down, with knees bent and left arm 
doubled. Part of the skull and many of the other bones 
were mnissing, but the position, as shown in figure 6, is 

fairly clear.' It is out of the question that he could have 
been buried in suchl a position, apart from the fact that 
the slopes of the Acropolis were not used as a burial 
ground in classical Athens. In all probability he was a 
soldier slaln cduring one of the attacks of the Persians, and 
covered over with earth at the spot where he rolled down. 
The fill in which he lay was rather confused, but it seemned 
to be part of the same deposit which contalned the arrow 
points slightly higher up the slope. Directly below the 
skeleton were found Mycenaean potsherds. 

At the east end of the lower area between the relbrarog 
inscription anid the east spur of rock the whole section has 
now been cleared down to bed-rock. This sheltered corner, 
from which there is access into a small, natural cave, Q, 
seemed like a promisino spot for excavation, but no classical 
remains of importance were brought to li,:ht liere, and the 
cave seems never to have been occupied in anclent times. 
At point P the rock has been dressed down to mnake a 
floor, and traces of walls appeared on either side, but this building is very late. At 
point R, however, a mixed prehistoric fill rested on bed-rock, and some classical sherds 
were found at higher levels. 

Vest of the metiraro inscription the traces of occupation are numerous. The area 
between the inscription and the east entrance to the large cave (at 0, P1. I) was described 
in the preceding report, but some additional facts of interest have since been learned. 
The iae&7rarog itself and the various branches ascending from it, the lines of whiclh can 
now be approximately ascertained from the levels of the niches, the nature of the grouid, 
and occasional cuttings in rock, have been indicated by dotted lines on the plan, Plate 1. 

The drawig, for figure 6 was made by Charles R. Morgan. 
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At point S two squared blocks probably formed part of a retaining wall supporting a 
low terrace. The blocks appear to have come from a classical building, but were 
probably placed in their present position in Byzantine times, to judge from the nature of 
the fill all around. There was, in the same spot, however, an earlier terrace-wall, a few 
stones of which are left in place farther west at point T. The structure of the wall 

Fig. 7. Lower Area, Showing Remains of Mycenaean Retaining Wall 

appears to be Mycenaean, and the fill behind and between the stones yielded several 
prehistoric sherds but nothing later. Some five meters farther west a slight cutting in 
the rock (just above $, P1. I) seems to have been made as a bedding for the same wall, 
and at the west end of the excavated area (P1. I, V) another cutting in rock may have 
served the same purpose. A terrace-wall extending along the line of the later path 
froin S to V would form the northern boundary of this lower area, which, as we shall 
see, was entirely devoted to religious use. 

On the terrace in front of the east entrance to the laroe cave were discovered in the 
previous campaign several small altars, poorly built of rubble and stuccoed all around. 
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On one of these was found in situ a small stone projecting fromn the stucco which covered 
the top; and several other stones of the same kind, in some cases with the stucco 
clinging to the bottom, were discovered in the same area. The explanation was then 
offered,1 that these stones are phallic symbols dedicated to some god or goddess of fertility. 
It now appears that the whole area was dotted with these small altars, many of which 

''N 

m _ ,a k 

Fig. 8. Altars with Phallic Symnbols ill Lowere Aiea 

are placed in front of a rock-cut niche. Such altars are found at x, , ~, o and or, 
Plate I, in addition to those discovered before (a-0). The best preserved, ,is shown in 
fig,ure 8. In front of a large nichle in the rock is the altar, the lower part of which 
alone remnains. To the left of the altar are three small stones still left in situ, and a 
kind of bench, i, raised but slightly above the anci.ent ground level, extends from the 
three stones to the small rock at x. The bench is stuccoed on top, and at its back is 
a raised edge, also covered with stucco. Along the front is a row of small stones set 

1 Hlesperia, 1, 1933, p. 347. 
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in the earth. The bench mnay have been used as a kiind of sacrificial table on which 
votive objects were placed. Several of the niches have traces of stucco on the inside, 
and in one, $, is a circular depression at the bottom, probably from one of the stones 
described above. Niche o (Fig. 9) also has stucco on tho inside, and in front is a circular 
structure stuccoedl on the side, and the corner of a rectangular one also covered with 

.A 

'i<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- 

Fig. 9. Niches and Altars in Lower Area 

stucco. Three small niches (P1. I, at the west end of the area were likewise stuccoed 
on the inside. The level of these, which rises toward the south, indicates that a path 
branclhing off from the iaelrcaroQ at this point led up to the sanctuary of Eros an(I 
Aphrodite. But the continiuation of the path cannot be determined, except conjecturally, 
for the ground level seems to have changed materially in this vicinity (see below). 

At point Y (P1. I) two column drums of the pre-Persian Parthenon were found. One 
of these is very badly broken, but the other (Fig. 10) is almost intact. It remains a 
mystery how it rolled down the rocky, precipitous hill without breaking to pieces, 
although the marble was already cracked in the fire. Like most of the drums built into 
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the Acropolis wall (lirectly above, it is fluted for a short distance at the bottom, the 
rest being left smooth. The drum was moved slightly to the west and placed in its 
present position by the men engagfed in restoring the columns of the Parthenon.' At 
the point where the drum was first discovered, a pit was dug extending nearly four 
mieters below the original ancient ground level. This pit yielded many of the best 

~~4' ~~~~j 

Fig. 10. Lower Area from thie Soutth, Showinig Purthenoli Drum 

tenrracotta fig-urines from our excavation. several inscriptions, including the Peikon epigram 
(No. 2), numerous potsherds, mnostly black-figu tred, fragments of sculpture and architectural 
pieces. The looseness of the fill and the close proximity of the houses made it unsafe 
to continue the pit farther down, and several large fragments of marble whiceh appeared 
at the bottom, could not be taken out. The wealth of importint finds from this small 

1For this work, whichl greatly facilitated our exeavationis, I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. Nichiolas 
Balaiios. 

9 
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pit shows what might be expected from a more extensive excavation below the squatters' 
houses to the north.' 

This pit presents a curious topographical problem. If we are right in our supposition 
with regard to the original level of the 7reQitnarog- an the height of the niches and the 
altars along the path leaves hardly any doubt in the inatter-how can all this fill 
containing classical objects extend several meters below the level of the path? At what 
time could the grouund level have changed to that extent? Since the pit contained 
various objects from the fifth century B.C. the change must have taken place after the 
time of the Persian wars. In fact, among the architectural pieces found near the bottom 
of the pit, were some fragments from the Erechtheum, showing that the fill must be 
post-classical. On the other hand, the sherds were all Greek, with the exception of two 
or three tiny bits of glazed Byzantine ware, so snmall that they might lhave been carried 
down through the loose fill bv means of the rain water which at this point used to 
descend in torrents from above. It is most unlikely that the change is due to illicit 
digginc for antiquities, for if that were the case, whole archaic inscriptions and unbroken 
figurines to say nothing of the less well preserved objects, would not have been thrown 
back into the hole. About half way down the pit was found the skeleton of a child 
who died at the aoe when his second set of teeth was growing out. Since the head 
was toward the west it was probably a Christian burial. 

During the Venetian attack in 1687 an attempt was made to dig a tunnel for a 
mine in order to blow up part of the north wall of the Acropolis.i The spot where 
these operations took place is clearly marked on some of the m,ilitary plans and 
sketches, especially those made by the engineer, Captain Verneda.3 These show a 
building with four large openings on the north side. In the legend on one of the plans 
this is labelled the "gallery through which an attempt was made to approach the wall 
in order to lay the mine." The attempt was unsuccessful because of the hardness of 
the rock and the vigilance of the besieged, who bombarded the attackers fromn above; 
and, finally, an accident which befell the captain of the mine operators who fell from a 
high rock and was killed, put a stop to further operations." The "o,allery" was 
apparently a shed made for the protection of the inen digging the tunnel. Laborde 
says that these operations took place below the Grotto of Aglauros, but the plans 
indicate a point farther east directly below the projecting spur of rock at the sanctuary 
of Eros and Aphrodite. The sketch of this part of the Acropolis is particularly well 
rendered by Verneda. It is, of course, unlikely that the marble drums, which must 
have been built into the wall, were then rolled down from the Acropolis on those laying 

I For the relation of these houses to the excavated area see PI. 1, Fig. 10; aind cf. Hesperia, Ir, 1933, 
p. 330, fig. 1. 

2 For an account of the siege see Laborde, Athebies au(x X Ve, XVle et XVIIe Siecles, II, pp. 143 if., who 
also quotes the conternporary sources. 

3 Laborde, op. cit., pis. opp. pp. 150, 172; H. Omont, Athenes au XVIPs Siele, pls. XXXIII, XXXIV, 
XXXVI; Fanelli, Atene Attica, opp. p. 308. 

4 Laborde, op. cit., pp. 143-146. 
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the mine. There is no indication in the records that the north wall was damagfed at 
that time. It is more probable that the drums were rolled down at some later period, 
possibly (luring the War of Independence, when the citadel often changed hands, but 
the extraordinary confusion of the place, which changed the ground level to such an 
extent, mi(rht well have taken place at the time when the tunnel was dug. Further 

~~~~~~~~~~ _ s 

Fig. 11. Lower Area, Showing Ramp East of Sanctuary 

investigation of the loose fill which extends under the modern houses would probably 
throw more light on the problem. 

The sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite was fully excav ated in 1931 and 1932, but the 
approach from the east was cleared in the last campaign. Under a deep fill, consisting 
largely of Acropolis dump, an earth ramip was discovered, leading from the level of the 

IhselIaTog to the sanctuary. The nature of the fill which constitutes the ramp was 
investigated at point W, Plate I, and figures 8 and 11. The sherds from the ramp are 
mostly prehistoric, but a few early classical sherds and one archaic figurine' came out 

I See aiticle by C. H. Morgani on the terracotta figuirines, pp. 198, 199, fig. (;, C. 
9* 
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of the saimle fill. There can hardly be any doubt that the ramp was made purposely 
as an approach to the sanctuary. The top was comparatively hard and level, made of 
packed earth and broken rock. Below the artificial fill only prehistoric sherds were 

4'~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

A 't~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x, 

Fig 12 Top of Ramp Showing Steps Leading to Cave 

found, mostly from the Middle Helladic period. Here a poorly preserv d strosis appeared, 
on which were found the bones of a human skeleton lying in great disorder. Probably 
an early burial (Middle Helladic?) was dug into at the time of the construction of the 
ramp and coveredi over again at the same time. Farther west a wall was discovered 
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in 1931 (at U, P1. I)' which extends under the ramp. The slope of the ramp is continued 
in the sanctuary by the rock-cut path wliich has approximately the same inclination.2 

In the vertical rock along the left side of the ramp, as one approaches the sanctuary, 
are three small niches (indicated in Plate I, and two of them visible in figure 8) unlike 
those cut for votive slabs. They may have been intended to hold lamps for the con- 
venience of worshipers who approached the sanctuary at night.3 At the top of tlle ramp 
are some steps cut in the rock (Fig. 12, w) which lead to the cave. These show beyond 
a doubt that the cave was somehow connected with the sanctuary.4 

THE CULTS 

In coinnection with the excavations in the lower area the question arises as to the 
miieaning of the numerous small altars witlh the phallic stone symbols and their relation 
to the cult of Eros and Aphrodite. Here some illuminating evidence comes from unexpected 
sources. A stone of the same shape (Fig. 13), though somewhat larger, which was found 
at Antipolis (modern Antibes) in southern France, bears a metrical inscription in fifth 
century letters:5 

Fig. 13. Inscribed Stone from Antipolis 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ 

Tio,:zrwv 61 i O.-c ,ea' 7,crrwv ua-6ppr ~4 tr 
wot( dg XaTaaTi4rawt Km5nreig Xdetiv d~rua7to6oh 

I For a description of this wall see Hesperia, 1, 1932, pp. 34-36, and cf. figs. 2, y ulnd 4, Y. 
2 Ihidenz, figs. 2, 6, 7, 8, G, and p. 37. The tooled surface of rock H in the same figuires is probably 

not, as I first supposed, the bedding for a wall, but siinply the continuation of the raimp. 
3 That nightly ceremonies were held in honor of Aplhrodite we learni from Pausanias' account of the 

Arrephoroi, J. xxvii, 4. 
4 For a discu-ssion of the cave see Hesperia, Il, 1933, p. 337. 
3I am indebted to Dr. J. Oliver for calling my attenition to this inscription. See Herinann Roehl, 

Inscr. Gr. Ant., p. 159, No. 551, where the illustration appears of which figure 13 is a reproduction. 
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Most commentators take TVQmwv to be the name of an Aphrodisiac daimon, syrnbolized 
by the unwrought stone carrying the inscription. The phallic character of the symbol 
is obvious, and its dedication to the Cyprian Aphrodite leaves no doubt in the matter. 
In fact, it is possible to understand T83Q7U(oW1 as an adjectival participle agreeing with 
O8e rwtov, but the significance of the dedication remains the same. 

In the first publication of the sanctuary2 and the rock-cut inscriptions it was pointed 
out that Pausanias' description of the secret ceremony of the Arrephoroi admirably fits 
the physical features of the sanctuary on the North Slope. Since the goal of the two 
Arrephoroi was the peribolos of Aphrodite in the Gardens, it is natural to conclude that 
the new sanctuary is an early cult place of that deity, which continued in use after 
the more spacious sanctuarv had been established in the Ilissus valley outside the citv 
walls. This theory has since been widely accepted. The fact that Eros was worshiped 
in the same shrine does not detract from the plausibility of the theory. Moreover, the 
recent excavations in the vicinity, described in the preceding pages, have shed new light 
on the problem, favoring the identification of the new salnctuary with that of Aphrodite 
in the Gardens. 

This cult of the goddess, which was oriental in character, probably came to Athens 
from Cyprus, where Aphrodite bore the epithet Hierokepia, the equivalent of the Athenian 
name Uv K'zoig. There can be little doubt that the latter is merely a cult name rather 
than a descriptive term applied to the goddess because her temple was located in a 
district known as the Gardens. It was probably the goddess who gave the naIme to the 
district, not the district to the goddess. As in the case of so many other cults which 
show foreign especially Asiatic-influence, it is not a question of an unknowln deity 
whose religion was established for the first time on Greek soil; it is rather that new 
cult practices were introduced from abroad and grafted upon an already existing cult 
of an indigenous divinity. It is, of course, possible that the indigenous and the oriental 
cults, however differentiated they may have become, go back to a common form of 
worship, the earliest manifestations of which can only be conjecturally traced.3 Both 
Eros and Aphrodite are certainly aboriginal gods in Greece, but their cults as practised 
in classical times contained many elements of oriental nature. In the cult of Aphrodite 

Terpon appears on several Attic R. F. vases as the name of Sileni, the ithyphallic representation of 
which also pCints to bis Aphrodisiac clharacter (cf. Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, s. v. Terpon and Th. Reinach, 
R. Arch., XXXIV, 1899, pp. 335 ff.). Schtlize (Gott. gel. Anzeiger, 1895, p. 255) thinks that iF1oWwv is in a 
sense a short term for TiQ.3QCLtIl-, .e. X uuiv CApOdooTIwv ?eit', which is probably implied in the XUtv 
dav-rwdoAW of the epigram. At Thespiae in Boeotia the cult image of Eros was in the form of an y6g 
laog (Pausanias IX, 27, 1), and it is possible that Terpon was conceived of as a special manifestation of 
that deity. Plato (Symzp. 203 C) calls Eros 4Qkdwv SA?QoTing. There seems to be little difference, except 
in name, between the various dainiones associated with the worship of Aphrodite, and certainly no rational 
distinction can have existed in the minds of the ancients. 

2 Iesperia, I, 1932, pp. 49 ff. 
3 See Arthur Evans, "Mycenaean Tree and Pillar CuLlt," J. H. S., XXI, 1901, pp. 99 ff., especially 

pp. 171-172. 
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in the Gardens many such elements, which were probably introduced into Athens at an 
early date, seem to have been derived from her famous shrine on the Island of Cyprus. 

From a passage in Tacitus we learn that the cult image in the temple at Paphos 
was not of human form but in the shape of a turn-post: Simulacrurn" deae non effigie 
humana, continuus orbis latiore initio tenuem in ambitum metae modo exsurgens, sed ratio in 
obscturo. On numerous coins of Cyprus from the Roman period this image in the form 
of a truncated cone appears standing in the temple. Tacitus says that the reason for 
this shape is obscure, but by describing it as resembling the meta of the Roman circus 
lie also hints at the reason for its peculiar shape. In a recent article on " The Twenity- 
sixth Lydian Inscription 2 Professor Elderkin discusses the metae in the circus, which 
he says are phallic symbols and used as such on tombs to denote the idea of life and 
immortality. The same significance lie ascribes to the herms in the Greek stadium. In 
view of this explanation there can be little doubt that the cult image at Paphos owed 
its shape to a similar conception.3 In fact we can trace this shape of the image even 
still farther east, for on a coin of Byblos,4 in which the precinct of Astarte is depicted, 
we see the same kind of cone-shaped image standing in the open court. It is not 
impossible, however, that the phallic element in the worship of Aphrodite, which in our 
sanctuary was symbolized by the unwrought stones, was in some way connected with 
the equally-or still more-ancient aniconic conception of divinity, especially prevalent 
in Mycenaean religion. Thus the d4Y? SgIOoS, and its handwrought equivalent, the 

'Hist., II, 3. 
2 A. J. A., XXXVII, 1933, pp. 387 ff. 
3 The other view that the image was a meteoric stone (see Roscher, in Roscher's Lexikoon s. v. Aphrodite, 

p. 395) does not tally equally well with Tacitus' description of its shape. The two explanations are not, 
however, necessarily incompatible the one with the other. Roscher seems to me to have gone too far in 
his attempt at explaining the vairious elements of Aphrodite worship on the theory that the oriental 
goddess was originally a divinity of the moon and the stars. A conical stone of considerable dimensions 
which can still be seen at the village of Kouklia near New Pa.phos, is regarded by Alfred Westholm as 
the very cult image frorn the Temple of Aphrodite. Unfortunately in hiis initeresting article " The Paphian 
Temple of Aphlrodite," Acta Archi., IV, 1.933, p. 201-236, he does not show a photograph of the stone. West- 
lholm, following Blinkenberg, Le Tem)iple de Paphos, pp. 33 if., disclaims the oriental origin of the Aphrodite 
cullt in Cyprus and emphasizes the connection with Crete and Mycenae, although he vigorously denies that 
direct connections between Crete and Cyprus existed (p. 226). Both architecture and cuilt, according to 
the samne author, came to Cyprus from Greece via Syria, and yet the conical cult image of the goddess 
at Paphos had no relation with that of her Phoenician couinterpart, which was represenited in a similar 
form (see coins of Byblos referred to below anid cf. Westholn, p. 221). Such a theory, which sets aside 
the persistent tradition among the ancients as recorded by numerous writers, both Greek and Roman, is 
hardly acceptable. It is as diffictult to subscribe to the "'Phoenicophobia " of modern archaeology as it 
is to accept the theories in vogue in the last century when the Phoenician influence was regarded as the 
master-key to all archaeological mysteries. I can see no difficulty in assuming a mixed origin of the cult 
in Cyprus (so M. P. Nilsson, Gr. Feste, p. 364; Arthur Evans, J. H. S., XXI, 1901, p. 171) as well as in 
Athens. In the development of the Cypriote house type, as represented by the palace at Vouni, E. Gjerstad 
shows that a two-fold influence was at work, that of the Cypriote-Anatolian liwan type of house, and 
that of the Greek Megaron (Corolla Arch., pp. 145 ff.). With the former of these he places the temple of 
Aphrodite at Paphos (op. cit., p. 161). 

4 Br. HlIues. Cat. of Coins, Phoenicia, pl. XII, 13. 
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truncated cone, which originally represented the divine power, both male and female, 
might in one instance have become anthropomorphized into a human representation of 
the deity, in another into an image of the male organ of reproduction, which symbolized 
the idea of fertility, in this case the chief functiorn of the goddess. 

Both Herodotust and Pausanias2 say that the worship of the Paphian Aphrodite was 
brougfht to Cyprus from Askalon by the Phoenicians, and Pausanias adds that the 
Phoenicians in turn had received it from the Assyrians. The obscene practices which 
constituted an important element in the worship of the Phoenician Astarte became fused 
with Greek forms of worship in the cult of the Paphian Aphrodite. Several ancient 
writers refer to the phallic rites which entered into the worship of Aphrodite in Cyprus, 
and Clement of Alexandria3 says that the initiates into the mysteries at Paphos received 
a cake of salt and a phallos at the initiations. An interesting enumeration of objects 
which were used as dedications in the worship of Aphrodite and her numerous attendant 
daimones is preserved in a fragment of Plato, the comic poet,4 which probably is a take- 
off on some well known cult practices. Among these objects are various kinds of cakes 
of appropriate shapes,. iraxov; 8'6QXXrg, N4tv)oQ 8'xvy4uv, etc. It is highly probable that 
the mysterious objects, Nooria xad tiva,ota,5 brought by the Arrephoroi to the peribolos 
of Aphrodite, were of a similar nature. A certain kind of cakes called chirrTvOl were 
prepared for the use of the Arrephoroi., The name can only refer to the shape of the 
cakes, like deoaixuTag which was also a kind of cake used for sacred purposes.7 In a 
well-known scholion on Lucian8 the "'Oer,Ia are said to be made of dough in imitation 
of snakes and the male genitals. In the same account mention is made of underground 
chambers, ydyaea, in which the offerings to the Eleusinian divinities were deposited at 
the time of the Skirophoria, and by analogy it is implied that similar td2'aoa were used 
in connection with the Arrephoria.9 This agrees well with the passage in Pausanias 
which describes the descent of the maidens through an uniderground passage to the 

II 105. 
2 1 14, 7. 
3Protrepticus, II, 12-13. 
4Athenaeus, Deipnos., X, 441, e, f. 
5l Etym)?. Mag., 149. 
6 Athen., iii, 114, a; cf. Van der Loeff, Mnemosyne, XLIV, 1916, pp. 333 if. 
7 PollUX, vi, 73. 
8 276, 13; cf. E. Rohde, Kleine Schriften, 1I, p. 356; L. Deubner, Attische Feste, pp. 9 if. The passage 

dealing wvith the Alrretophoria reads: Tc &' aiVh xa' AIQQ'qToo',ota X4SITal Xca iisErca TOV av r6v x6yov 

E%OVTC 7rEQt T4 TefV XaCO7(V ov6VOEVWa6 Xca T? TWi) dOV&Q.(rWV aTcoQac. aVai(pQ0o"Tat l d' X6VTUV9CC CiQcra tEQAu 

ex yTcTog TOV OYToV XCTcUxEVUdYVc, YltUtYaTcC JcQcxO6VPV xot daV54(dV qX%YciTWP- Ala/dvvooa 4E x(vOV 

AceAoio dJti Tb 7ro)yovop TOV qVToV. Without entering into a discussion of the interpretation of the 
scholion I follow the view of Detibner (op. cit.) in preference to that of Gjerstad (A. B.W., XXVII, 1929, 
pp. 197, 212), Hiller von Gaertringen (Pauly-Wiss., I,. s. v. Hersephoroi) et al. who disclaim all connection 
between the ceremonies described by the scholiast and those r elated by Pausanias. That the words 
doQnpoQlC and ciCQopO'Qog are derived from ''QoTa + Tp(OEtv is convincingly shown by Deubner (op. cit., 

pp. 9f.). 
9 So Deubner, op. cit., p. 10. 
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peribolos of Aphrodite. Both passages have to do with mysterious rites, in which certain 
sacred objects were deposited and others brought up from a sanctuary connected in 
some way with an underground room or passage. From Pausanias we learn that the 
sanctuary was that of Aphrodite in the Gardens, and the scholiast reveals the nature of 
the sacred objects. Can it be merely a coincidence that the new sanctuary of Aphrodite 
is located where the account of Pausanias would lead us to look for it, that a subterranean 
passageI offers the most direct route from the Athena Polias Temple to this place, that 
a natural cave (tEyaQa2) is directly connected with the sanctuary, and that the votive 
objects dedicated there are representations in stone of the very objects which, accordinig 
to the scholiast, were used in the Arrephoria? 

In connection with the route of the Arrephoroi from the Temple of Athena Polias 
to the peribolos of Aphrodite the underground passage west of the Erechtheum is of 
paramount importance, since it offers the most convenient communication between the 
two shrines. The existence of an ancient stairway in the cleft was pointed out by 
Kavvadias,3 who published a sketch showing the cuttings for the steps. Inasmuch as 
this part of the Acropolis slope will soon be largely covered up with masonry as a 
safety measure to prevent the rock from cracking and falling down, it seems desirable 
to include two photographs of the cave taken at the time when the work on the 
supporting wall had just begun. One of these (Fig. 14) shows the cave from below and 
the overhanging ledge of rock,4 the other (Fig. 15) shows the inside of the cave with 
the cuttings for the ancient stairway clearly visible. 

There are also some other points of resemblance between the sanctuary of the 
Cyprian goddess and the shrine of Aphrodite on the North Slope. We have already 
described the numerous small altars discovered in our excavations and the phallic 
stones set in mortar on the altars or in a special niche above. In the Swedish excavations 
at Soli in Cyprus, where a sanctuary of Aphrodite has been uncovered, several small 
altars have come to light, very similar to the stuccoed structures on the North Slope.5 
This is probably more than a coincidence, since altars of this type are by no means 
common at other sites. Moreover, some of the ancient authors speak of a multitude of 
altars at Paphos. Virgil6 and Statius7 both use the poetical number " hundred,>" and 

See Iesper-ia, 1, 1932, p. 52. 
2 That the cave had cullt connections with the sanctuary is shown both by the rock-cult steps described 

above and by the relief of Aphrodite and Eros which will be discussed in the chapter on sculpture, p. 1146. 
3 Ui.X. 'Eqp?, 1897, fig. on p. 31. For a discussioil of the various problems connected with this passage 

see Judeich, Topographie von Athen2, p. 182, 2 and Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 51 f. 
4 The beginning of the new supporting wall is visible at the bottom of the picture. 

I owe this information to the kindness of Alfred Westholm, wlho also sent me photographs showing 
the altars. In his article referred to above lhe does nlot describe any but the chief altars in front of 
the temples. 

6 "4 --- ubi templtim illi centtimque Sabaeo 
ture calent arae, sertisque recentibus halant," Aen., I, 416-417. 

7 44 illa Paphon veterem centumque altaria linquens," Theb., V, 61. 
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Tacitus' says: "Sanguinem arae offundere vetitum, precibus et igne puro altaria 
adolentur." Here a distinction between the chief altar, " ara," and the subsidiary 
" altaria " seems to be implied. Whatever the exact meaning of the two terms may be, 
the impression conveyed by all these passages is that sacrifices were offered on a large 
number of altars. 

-T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig. 14. Lower Entrance to Underground Passage at the Aglaurion 

The kinds of objects sacrificed to the Cyprian goddess are also important in showing 
the relation of the Atlienian cult to that of Paphios. It is obvious that no burned 
sacrifices can have been offered on the flimsy structures in our excavations, and the 
same may be said about those discovered at Soli in Cyprus. No sign of burning was 
observed in the vicinity of the altars on the North Slope, as would be expected if 
burned sacrifices hiad been offered. In the passage from Tacitus, quoted above, we 
learn that the altars of Aphrodite at Paphos were not to be stained by blood, but that 

1 Hist., II, 3. 
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prayer and pure fire (i.e. incense) would constitute the offerings. Virgil, too, speaks of 
the Sabaean incense and the fresh garlands on the altars of the Cyprian sanctulary. 

There is an interesting passage in Plato's Laws1 which may refer to the rites 
practised in the sanctuary of Aphrodite in the Gardens. The author, defining the proper 
attitude which the law-giver should take toward religious matters, lays down the rule 

ftb~~~ 

Fig. 15. Inside View of Undeigiound Passage, Showving Calttings foi Stairs 

that established rites and religious observances are not to be intertered with " whether 
they be of native origin or imported from Tuscany or Cyprus or elsewhere. " Plato 
does not specifically name the cults which he had in mind, but only the countries from 
which they were known to have been introduced. To his contemporaries the name of 
Cyprus in such a connection wouldl certainly suggest some form of Aphrodite worship. 
If the passagfe is read in the light of the well-known decree prohibiting the erection 
of altars in the Pelargikon,2 it seems to imply that some of the law-makers in Athens 

I V, 738 C. 
2 1. G., I2, 76. For the probable connection of this inscription witl the altars in OUr excavations cf. 

Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 347. 
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made a practice of interfering, with the religious behavior of the people. There is, of 
course, a wide discrepancy of time between the passing of the decree and the writing 
of the Laws of Plato, but it may be assumed that the stipulations of the decree remained 
in force and were applied whenever the occasion called for it. 

It seems natural to suppose that the rites and ceremonies employed at the- festivals 

of Aphrodite and Eros should be reflected in the Greek vase paintings. Unifortunately 
the interpretation of vase paintings in the light of reliogious customs seldom result in 
anything better than more or less plausible conjectures. Too little is known about the 
details of the ceremonies, and the vase paintings are usually too vague and indefinite 
to admit of exact interpretation. A single example will suffice. A pelike in the British 
Museum shows a woman with a box in her left hand sprinkling seed(?) on fouir phalloi 

standing upright on the ground with blades of grass or grain growing round about. 
The vase painting has been variously interpreted as depicting, a scene from the 

Thesmophoria or the Haloa,' but it seems equally appropriate to the cult practices used 
in the sanctuary of Aphrodite.2 

SCULPTURE 

The fragments of sculpture from the excavation are, as a rule, small, and only a 
few are importanit enough to be published. A brief description of these is given below. 
Except for the pieces from the frieze of the Erechtheum, which are now in the Acropolis 
Museum, the sculptural fragments are still kept, together with the other finds, in a 

temporary storeroom. Consequently no serious attempt has been made to fit them on 
to the statues from the Acropolis. 

1. Fig. 16. Head of archaic Athena, ca. half life size, of white island marble, found 
October 18, 1933, in the pit below the Parthenlon drum. The right side of the head and 

lower part of the face below the eyes and also the back are missing. She wears a 

helmet, which is indented at the ear so as to show a small circular earring. The eyes 
are horizontal and bulging. The hair, arranged in regular curls, shows in front under 
the helmet. In the top of the head is a dowel hole, ca. 0.015 m. long, 0.012 m. wide 

and 0.034 mn. deep, in which the crest of the helmet was fastened. 

2. Fig. 1(6. Small fragment of archaic Kore of coarse island marble, fouind 
December 12, 1933, in the same place as the preceding, but at a somewhat lower level. 
A circular earring for the left ear, a bit of the hair at the point where the locks part 
over the shoulder, and the lower edge of the stephanc are all that remains. 

See L. Deubner, Attischie Feste, pp. 61, 64 ff., pl. 3. 
2 Professor I. M. Linforth, to whom I am indebted for helpful criticismn on the discussion of the cutlts, 

has stuggested the possibility that the " altars" with the phallic stones may actually have been used to 

support small plots of earth in wlhich the seed was planted, similar to the gardens known as X?j7CoL Ldwcvtdo', 

and that the name of Aphrodite tv K'rotg " aux jardins," miight reflect this practice. 
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Fr; _ Sculpt. re 

Fig. 16. FiagmnentS Of A1I1caiC SCIlPtllre 

Fig. 17. Fragment of Archaic Statue 

W.. 8~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..I1 

Fig. 18. Fragment of Drapery fiom Archaic 
Statue 
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3. Fig. 17. Small fragmient of arm of archaic female figure, found December 13, 193.3, 
in the same place as the preceding. The marble is rather fine with a grayish tinge. 
The greatest diameter is 0.062 m. The drapery, the folds of which are rendered by incisedI 
lines, was fastened over the arm with buttons, two of which are preserved. The dimension 
of the fragment in(licates that the figure was of approximately the same size as that of 
No. 1, but the color of the marble makes it unlikely that the two fragments belong 
together. 

4. Fig. 18. Small fragment of dIrapery from archlaic statue of coarse island marble, 
foun(d October 16, 1933, in the fill above the ramp to the east of the sanctuary. At 
the top of the fragment is a circular cutting probably for the arm of the figure. The 

back of the fragment is smooth at the 
bottom where the drapery was cut free 
from the body, whereas the top slhows a 
break. 

5. Fig. 19. Fragment. of archaic relief 
of coarse island marble, foun(d October 5, 
1933, in the late fill of the lower area. 
The relief has a maximum thickness of 
ca. 0.04 m. The left edlge and the back 
are preserved. Of the figure only part 
of the aigis of Athena and a small piece 
of the drapery are preserved. The folds 
of the drapery show that the aigis 
did not hang, down from the extende(d 
arm, but must have been arranged in 
the same way as on the well-known 
bronze double-relief of Athena from the 
Acropolis.' 

6. Fig. 20. Part of left foot, larger than life size, of coarse island marble, fotund 

October 21, 1933, north of the sanctuary in the late fill. Only the heel is preserved. 
but the position shows that the foot was raised so that the heel is held high above the 
base. The back is smooth and at the bottom is a dowel hole at least 0.085 m. deep. 
A figure of this size fastened to a smooth surface at the back can only have been 
part of a pediment group. It probably belonged to one of the smaller figures of the 
Hekatompedon pediments. 

I A. de Ridder, Cat. de bronzes trouv&s sutr l'Acrolp. d'Athenes, p. 310, No. 794; Wi. Lamb, Gk. and Rom. 
Br-onzes, p. 99 and pl. XLIV b. 

e 
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Fig. 19. Fragment of Arebaic Relief~~~~~~. '4@ 
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7. Fig. 20. Part of hand, slightly larger than life size, of very coarse island 
marble, found December 14, 1933, near the bottom of the pit close to the Parthenon 
drum. The break on the inside shows that the hand was held close to the body, 
and the fingers were held out straight. 

Fig. 22. Fragments of Sculpture with Gorgoneion 

8. Fig. 21. Two hooves of a 
horse, slightly smaller than life size, 
of white island marble, found May 4, 
1931 and October 16, 1933, in the late 
fill east of the sanctuary. The two 
hooves are almost certainly from the 
same horse. They seem to have been 
broken off from a base cut in the 
same piece of marble as the figure 
of the horse. 

9. Fig. 22. Two fragments of 
Pentelic marble, found September 20 
and 21, 1932, in the middle area close 
to the east group of niches. The larger 
fragment b seems to be part of anl 
arm on which was carved a Gorgoneion 
in low relief. The other fragment 
shows a small piece from the left side 
of a similar Gorgoneion. The surface 
above the relief turns up in a peculiar 
way. It is difficult to determine 
exactly to what part of the body 

the fragments belong. The two parts of the relief agree so well in every particular, 
that they must be part of the same-or of two identical-Gorgoneia. 

10. Fig. 23. Fragment of hand, ca. life size, of white island marble, found Januarv 10, 
1931, in the uinderground passage sotutheast of the sanctuary.' Only three fingers are 
preserved. Some round object like the hilt of a spear seems to have been held in the hand. 

11. Fig. 23. Small fragment of a foot wearing sandal, of Pentelic marble, found 
October 10, 1933, in the late fill of the lower area. The straps of the sandal are 
accurately carved and all the details are rendered with care. 

' See Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 39. 



Fig. 23. Two Fragmeiits of Sculpture 
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12. Figs. 24-29. Fragments from the Erechtheum. 
A remarkably large number of small pieces from the frieze of the Erechtheumi were 

founid in our excavations. In the preceding report two such pieces were published,' the 
smaller of which joins one of the statues in 
the Acropolis Museum2 as shown in figure 24. 
In addition to these two there are seven 
smaller fragments wlhich may be with great 
probability attributed to the frieze on the 
basis of size, technique, etc.3 

a. Fig. 25. Upper part of female head, 
much weathered on the top, found October 7, 
1933, in the late fill of the lower area. The 
deeply set eyes, the high eyebrows, and 
a distinct furrow on the forehead lend a 
serious, almost melancholy expression to 
the face. 

b. Fig. 26. Left foot, broken off above 
the ankle, and the toes missing, found 
October 11, 1933, in the same vicinity as 

the preceding. The back is a flat surface where the figure was joined to the frieze. 
c. Fig. 26. Left foot of humnan figure, with all the toes missing, found September 9, 

1932, in the late fill of the upper area. The foot is finished underneath, showing, that 
it was raised with onlv the toes attached to the base. 

>-ja 

Fig. 25. Female Face from Erechthetum Frieze 

Fig. 26. Two Left Feet from Erechtheum Frieze 

1 Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 349-3.50, figs. 20 and 21. 
2 I11v. No. 1285, cf. H. N. Fowler et al., Erechtheum, p. 252, No. 19 and pl. XLT, 19. 
3 Dr. Ludwig Palat has kindly looked over the fraginents from the excavations and offered his expert 

opinion as to which pieces are likely to have come friom the frieze. 
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d. Fig. 27. Upper part of right arm with piece of drapery thrown over the arm from 
the back and hanging down in front, found October 14, 1933, in the late fill of the lower 
area. The drapery is not finished on the back. To judge from the weathering at the 

Fi_ i 27. Tw Fragments from Erechtheuni Frieze 

break above the elbow, the lower arm seems to have been broken away while the statue 
was still in its place. The break at the shoulder looks fresh by comparison. 

e. Fig. 27. Tiny fragment of drapery with a smooth surface in the back, found 
among the small marble chiips collected from different parts of the excavation. Its 
attribution to thie frieze, which is based on the smooth back, is, of course, conjectural. 

Fig. 28. Fragnment from Erechtbeum Frieze 
lo* 
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f. Fig. 28. Part of draped figure standing in a chariot, found October 2, 1933, in 
the northeast corner of the excavation just below the small cave Q, Plate I. The surface 
is muchi weathered. 

g. Fig. 29. Hind leg, of horse attached to a base with smooth back, found October 17, 
1933, in the fill directly above the ramp leading to the sanctuary. This fragment has 

Fig. 29. Fragment of Horse from Erechtlhcum Frieze 

numerous marks of the drill.' Even the runnino drill was clearly used. Similar marks 
are discernible on some of the other fragments. 

13. Fig. 30. Height, 0.084 m.; width, 0.07 m. 
Small votive plaque of white marble, representing the male genitals, found October 12, 

1933, close to the Parthenon drum. This has almost certainly come from the sanctuary 
of Eros and Aphrodite. Not far from the 
same place were found some votive terracotta 
figurines and part of another plaque2 also from 
the sanctuary. 

14. Fig. 31. Fragment of plaque of white 
marble, found December 8, 1933, close to the 
same place as the preceding. One corner of 
the plaque, probably the lower left, remains. 
Within a narrow, raised edge is preserved part 

I For the use of the drill in the figures of the frieze 
cf. J. M. Paton et al., Erechtheum, p. 184. 'Tlhe running 
drill seems to have been invented not long before the 
Ereeltheum sculptures were executed. Cf. R. Carpenter, 
17Te Sculpture of the Nike Tnemple Paratpet, p. 80. 

2 Cf. Ilesperiia, 11, 1933, pp. 333 f. and figs. 4 anid ,. Fig. 30. Votive ]Relief fromi Sancetuary 
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of a relief roughly circular in shape. It resembles the kind of votive slabs foLund in 
large numbers in the sanctuary of Aphrodite on the road to Eleusis.1 These are crulde 
representations of the at'dor 2Vi'a 1 xWTc, which seems to have been the cult symbol in 
that sanctuary. A similar relief is now in the annex of the Acropolis Museum. Dr. Walter2 
suggested that this may have been dedicated to Asklepios or Artemis Brauronia, but its 
similarity to the reliefs referred to above seems to show that it was dedicated to Aplhrodite. 

. - X ^ ...ii.0str 

Fig. 31. Two Fiagments of MaIble Reliefs 

15. Fig.31. Small fragment of plaque of Pentelic marble, 
fouind December 16 1933, 

in the late fill of the lower area. Part of one edge, probably the left, is preserved. 
The back is rough. Along one side was a low moulding. Of the relief is preserved a 
section of two concentric circles, wlichl seem to be.part of a shield. 

16. Fig-. 32. Heigpht, 0.34 m.; preserved widtlth, 0.13 in.; greatest thickness, ca. 0.08 m. 
Part of a relief of white marble brought by a boy wlho said that it had been built into 
a modern wall directly below the excavations. The top of the slab, the right edge, and 

1 See Svoronos, T7' Iv Ua1'vcet; 'F,&vtxov MovrEov', IT, pl. CLXIV, 1594-1596, 1821, 2730. Some more 
of these reliefs have recently been discovered in the same sanctuiary by John Travlos. 

2 Reliefs im kleinent Akropolis-MutselIM, p. 110, No. 243. There is also a large marble phallos in the 
annex to the Acropolis Museum. It is not ineluided in Dr. Walter's Catalogue, nor is the exact provenance 
recorded in the inventory of the Museuim. Since a similar phallos was fouind in the vicinity of the 
Aphirodite sanctuary (Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 34(, fig. 18) it may be that the one in the Museum also came 
frorn there. 
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the back are preserved, but the bottom has been roughly cut away and with it the feet 
of the figure. The surface is much weathered. Of the relief is preserved one draped 
female figure facing the left. She is resting on the right foot, and the left leg is bent 
at the knee, but she does not appear to be in motion. One end of the himation hangs 

Fig. 32. Fragment of Marble Relief 

over her bent left arm and the other end is held up in front 'in her right hand. Behind 
the figure the orig-inal surface is broken away. Since there is hardly room for another 
fig-ure the broken part was probably the raised frame of the relief. The slab seems to 
have represented some votaries appro aching- a deity, or, perhaps, several divinities in a 
row. The pose of the preserved figure seems more befitting an adorans than a goddess. 

r 9 

Whether or not the relief has come from our sanctuary is impossible to determine, but 
the place of finding seems to point that way. 
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17. Fig. 33. Height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.22 m.; thickness, 0.08 in. Fragment of Pentelic 
marble, broken all around an(d at the back, found October 5, 1932, in a late wall west 
of the iBeQraso inscription. Part of two winged figures in low relief are preserved. 
At the upper edge the backcground curves gently forward. This small fragment is part 
of a frieze, some blocks of which have been known for a long time. Two of these, 
which apparently were discovered in the vicinity of the so-called Diogeneion, were 
published by Bursian in 1860.1 One of thie slabs (Fig. 34, No. 1451), which is complete, 
imeasures 1.23 m. in length, 0.465 m. in height, and 0.235 m. in thickness. It shows five 

I | | | |- 1 - 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4i 

Fig. 33. Fragment of Marble Relief 

nude, winged male figures walking toward the left. The pose of each separate figure 
is almost identical. The left arm is bent at the elbow and the left han(l of all the 
figures holds a phmiale. In the outstretched riglht hland the first and tlhird figures carry 
thymiateria, the others pitchers. The heads are crowned with wreaths (Fig. 35). Above 
the figures is a moulding and below was a narrow base, now largely missing. The 
back of the blocks, whicli is set against the wall of the Museum appears to be rough 
and both endls have anathyrosis. The second fragment (Fig. 34, No. 1452), which is 
broken off at the riglht end, preserves three and a half winged male figures, very similar 

I See 1. N. Svoronos, op. cit., I, pl. (C11, and p. 452, No. 150, who lists all the earlier publications. 'h'lie 
slabs are now exhibited in the National Museum. Nos. 1451 and 1452. 
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to those on the other slab, but somewhat more crowded. They also differ from the 
former with respect to the hair. All the figures on the second slab have the hair 
arranged in a bun at the back of the head as if they were women. They also carry 
phialai in the left hand. The central figure has a thymiateriont in the right hand, the 
second and fourth carry pitchers. One fragment, also with three figures and part of a 
fourth preserved on the right half of the slab, was published by Stuart and Revett.' 
According to their drawing, which appears to be rather schematic, the central figure 
carries a wreath in the left hand andl a tripod in the right. Neither of these objects is 
carried by any of the figures on the two slabs in the Museum. The hair is made up 
as in the figures of the second slab. Svoronos remarked that the fate of the slab seen 

. __ w. ,l- s-?WFig. 34 

Fig. 34. Relief with Procession of Erotes 

by Stuart and Revett is now unknown. It seems to me perfectly obvious that this is 
the second and less well preserved slab in the National Museum. The artist in copyingr 
the central figure only used his imagination too freely in rendering the votive objects. 
In other respects the drawing agrees sufficiently well with the existing slab. 

The surface of the marble is badly nicked, as if the blocks had been dragged or 
rolled on the ground. The highest parts of the reliefs, especially the heads, have 
suffered most. The condition of the small fragment from our excavation is much better 
in this respect. This alone is an indication that the larger slabs have been removed 
farther from the moilument to which they belong. There is some uncertainty about the 
provenance of the old pieces, but Svoronos adduces evidence to show that they came 
from the " mediaeval wall of the church of Saint Demetrios Katephores," which he 
erroneously locates ixae& 'o4v HtSerov T0! w4ve'Y)v. The church is no longer in existence, 
but its location was pointed out to me by the occupant of the house which lhas been 
built among the ruins of the old chapel. This is close to the southwest corner of the 

1 Antiq. of Athens, II, p. 29. Their drawing is reprodticed by Svoronos, op. cit., p. 453, fig. 213. 
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Diogfeneion,1 some 150 meters east of the Tower of the Winds, and ca. 200 meters 
northeast of our excavation. Without doubt all the slabs came originally from the 
sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Before the reliefs could be connected with any known sanctuary various conjectures 
were made in explanation of the figures. The different theories are discussed by 
Svoronos, who finally concluded that the slabs are part of a frieze representing a 

Ii.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s .- 

Ft.3a. Details of Relief Vii Piocessionl of Erotes 

procession of Frotes, anld thlat it belonofls to the Ptolemaic period. He also quotes a 
paragfraph from the origfinal pulblication by Bursian,2 to the effect that the relief 
represents a cult act performedl by dlivine beings or dannonzes as a prototype for the 
similar act performedl by human worshipers. Bursian et at. saw in the procession of 
the wingred figures a relation to Eleusinlian cult practices, but Svoronos idlentified the 

1 For the location of the churcli see Judeiclh, Topographie von Atheen, pl. . 
2 Berichte der kgl. scichs. Gesellschaft, XII, 1860, pp. 197 f. 
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fig,ures as Erotes and Nikai connected with the worship of Aphrodite, and referred to a 
small fragmient of a similar relief from the sanctuary of Aphrodite on the road to 
Eleusis.' Whether the figure on that fragment was represented with wingfs cannot be 
determined from its present condition. We can readily accept Bursian's explanation 
with regard to the nature of the procession depicted on the slabs,2 and now that we 
know the sanctuary as well as the name of its deities and even the date of the festival 
at which the procession in all probability took place, these reliefs assume a great 
importance as additional evidence for the cult of Eros in Athens. 

Our excavation in the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite revealed no foundations for 
any monument to which the frieze could belong. In fact it is most improbable that any 
building at all existed within the sanctuary. Possibly the mnonument was located farther 
down the slope, but that is unlikely, since it would then be north of the meollraTog and 
thus separated from the temenos. It is much more probable that the mnarble frieze was 
part of the temenos wall itself. Quite apart fromi the reliefs there is evidence to show 
that such a wall existed both in Greek and Roman times.3 The blocks in the Museum 
show clearly that another -course rested on the top, and the condition of the reliefs 
indicates that they were in some way protected from above. The lower parts of the 
figures have suffered more from the weather than the upper parts. Probably the wall 
was crowned above the frieze with a projecting coping or corniice of some kind. We 

mtust assume that the reliefs were placed toward the inside of the sanctuary4 since the 
figures, walking toward the left, would be represented as walking away, if the frieze 
were placed on the otutside. 

The date of the relief is probably the second half of the fourth century B.C.5 A sculptured 
base in the Acropolis Museum, dated by an inscription in the year 323 or 329 (or, possibly, 
366) offers the best parallel in Athens.6 The representation of several nearly identical 
figures in a row is the most characteristic feature of both these monuments. The reliefs 
on the Acropolis base are higher but the general effect is the same. 

A cursory search in the National Museum in Athens for votive plaques from the 
sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite has resulted in the discovery of one likely specimen 
(Fig. 36). This is a small relief found 1913 in the excavations at the Varvakeion on 
Athena street.7 It represents a draped womnan in profile to the right. She is seated 

Svoronos, op. cit., pl. CXXTX, 1591; 4e. zlsh., 1892, p. 4. 
2 For a discussion of various types of processions in Greek cutlts see M. P. Nilsson, Jahrb., XXXI, 

1916, pp. 306 ff. 
3 See Iesperia, 1, 1932, pp. 37, 41. 
4 The best known example of stuch an arrangement is the Heroon at Gjdlbasclii. 
5 This is the approxiinate date proposed by Svoronos wlhichi he based chiefly on a passage from 

Kallixeinos of Rhodes quioted by Atheniaeus, iDeipnosopA., V, 196 ff. conlcerning somc remalarkable festivities 
at Alexandri-a given by Ptolenmy II Philadelplhus, 305-284 c3.C. 

6 See S. Casson, Cat. of the Aer. Mus., II, pp. 240-242, No. 1338, and his list of earlier puiblications. 
National Musetm, No. 3257. 
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on a rock in which a natural cave is indicated. On the other side is a high projecting 
rock on the top of which are the outlines of the two feet of a small figure. This can 
only be a child sitting on the left arm of the woman with his feet resting on the rock. 
In the back of the marble is a dowel hole.1 The two figures on the reli-ef are probably 
Aphrodite and Eros, and the rock on which they are sitting with the cave uniderneath 
is a convincino, represenltation of. the joint shrine of the two deities on the slope of the 
Acropolis. Together with the relief was discovered a marble head,2 which was recognized 
by F. Studniczka as belolnging. to a metope of the Parthenon.3 The two pieces of sculpture 
were built into a late wall. Inasmuch as the head lhad certainly been brought there from 
the Acropolis, there is no difficulty in assuming that the relief may have come from the 
sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

INSCRIPTIONS 4 

1. Fig. 37. Archaic pedestal of white marble btuilt into the mediaeval wall of the 
Acropolis directly above the Mycenaean stairway. The inscription was uncovered in the 
fall of 1931 durin(r repairs of the Acropolis wall under the direction of M. N. Balanos. 

Height, 1.17 -m.; width ca. 0.15 m. 

Height of letters. 0.025-0.03 m. 

htz7riroO0eQhY l VeS .o 0exev X %ov6t^ 

duanp T a e0va0 a/t 'a {VJ rveiov 

The name Hippotherides occurs on an archaic altar dedicated to Herakles whichl was 
found at Menidi, the ancient Acharnae.5 Since this seems to be the only otlher instance 
of the name in Attic inscriptions, it is obvious that the dedicator of the altar is the 
same Hippotherides who set up the votive offerino to Athena. The letter-forms, also, 
of the two inscriptions are similar. The queer misspelling of the last word is difficult 
to explain. The extra letter must be a simple error on the part of the stone-cutter. 
For the genitive ending -ov there is, curiously enough, a good parallel in the inscription 
from Acharnae in which the form h8paxXilovg appears. 

l For a more detaLiled description of the relief see K. Kotorouiniotis, we%. 'ET, 1913, p. 199, fig. 6. T'he 
photograph for figure 31 is puiblished with -the kiid peian ission of Dr. Kourouniotis. 

2 K. Kourouniotis, op. cit., p. 200, fig. 7. 
A rch. Anz.. 1921, pp. 330ff. 

4 I am indebted to Mr. Sterling Dow for reading the p'roof of the chapter on inscriptions. For the 
system of brackets used throuighotut this article see 1. 0., II-JJ 2,iii, I1935, p.v 

L5 I., G 27 777. 
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Fig. 37. Inscription No. 1 above Mycenaean Steps 
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2. Fig. 38. E. M. 12750. Fragmnent of archaic pedestal of white marble, found 
October 14, 1933, close to the Parthenon column drum. 

Height 0.11 m.; width 0.247 m.; thickness 0.12 m. 
Height of letters ca. 0.016 m. 

Fig. 38. Inscription No. 2 

The inscription was cut hiorizontally at the top of the pedestal. Part of the cutting, 
in the top into whichi the statue was fitted is preserved. The shaft of the pedestal was 
circular, as is indicated at the break below the inscription. 

Of the F' in the first line only the short vertical stroke is preserved, but this is 

sufficienltly clear to make the reading certain. The name JlEI'xwv is very rare. The 
only other instance, which I have been able to find, occurs in another archaic inscription 
from the Acropolis' which reads: 

I.G., 12, 6335. 
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7ldxOV, '4vdo[x]) --- 
chOs '.- H4osval [at] 

It is not unlikely that the Peikon in the two inscriptions is the samiie man. Possibly 
the other man, Androkles(?), was a partner of Peikon.1 

3. Fig. 39. Now in the annex of the Acropolis Museum. Lower part of pedestal of 
white marble, found October 20, 1933, in the pit under the Parthenon column drum. 

Height, 0.43 m.; width, 0.295 mi.; thickness, 0.36 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.022 m. 

hot YraiYe [g tCctfbxe 

Fig. 39. Inscription No. 3 

The name Xobuwv is very rare. It occurs once on a boundary stone from Piraeus.2 

Possibly the last line contained the naimes of the sons mentioned in line 2 rather than 
the artist's signature. 

1 For anotlher joint dedication of two potters cf. I.G., I2, 627; for the omission of xai between the 
names of the two dedicators cf. I.G, 12, 408. 

2 1.G., II2, 2704. 
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4. Fig. 40. E. M. 12780. Small fragment of bluish marble, found October 16, 1933, 
in the same place as the preceding. 

Height, 0.04 in.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.018 m. 

N_a 

Fig. 40. Inscription No. 4 and I. G., 1 2, 659 

Only the upper halves of the first four letters of c&i'[exev remiain, but the fragment 
fits I. G., I 2, 659, which preserves the lower halves of the same letters together witl 

large parts of the inscription. 

5. Fig. 41. E. M. 12753. Fragment 
of blue marble, found October 14, 1933, 
in the lower area north of the sanctuary 
of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.16 in.; thick- 
ness, 0.068 m. 

Heig,ht of letters, 0.015-0.018 m. 

_- - x]] txtov (?) - - - 

The lower edge of the stone is pre- 
served but not the back. The last letter 
may be mu, nu, or gamma. Red color 
is preserved in the letters. Fig. 41. Inscriptioii No. 5 
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6. Fig. 42. E. M. 12755. Fragment of white marble found December 6, 1933, in the 
lower area. 

Height, 0.065 m.; width, 0.17 m.; thickness, 0.08 m. 

4.. 

g. 42. Inscription No 6 

Part of thie top is preserved but the back is broken away. Th-e letters in the second 
line, are probably part of some form of the demotic @ah[e[Q6l4' 

7. Fig. 43. E. M. 12771. Fragment of white marble found October 5, 1933, in the 
Acropolis dump in the lower area. 

Height, 0.047 in.; width, 0.11 in.; thickness, 0.058 mn. 

Height of letters, 0.018 i. 

Fig. 43. Tliee Archaic Ins4iiptioNs 

vf pi(or ~ 

The stone is broken all around except at the top. 
I For the use of " demoties " before the time of Cleisthenes see Wilhelm, Ath. M1itt., XXIII, 1898, p. 475 

anid cf. Hesperia, 1, 1932, p. 46. 
11 
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8. Fig. 4a. E. M. 12795. Small fragment of coarse-graine(l marble, foun(d October 21, 
1933, in the lower area. 

Height of letter, 0.021 m. 

_ - dve]O[exev (?) 

This is part of a marble basin inscribed on the inner side of the rim. There are 
numerous examples of similar basins (ifeeioQavtQoia) in the Epigraphiical Museum.' 

9. Fig. 43. E. M. 12777. Small fragment of white marble, found October 17, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Height, 0.04 m.; width, 0.08 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.015 mi. 

- - - - - 1x - - - - - 

10. Fig. 44. E. M. 12790. Fragment of white marble, found October 14, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Heiglht, 0.06 m.; width, 0.03 m.; thickness, 0.08 m. 
Height of letters, 0.09 m. 

W~~~~~~~~~~~ -x - - -__X6- - 

Fig. 44. Inscription No. 10 

The fragment seems to belono, to an archaic inscription. 

11. Fig. 45. E. M. 12798. Fragment of white marble, found January 22, 1934, in 
trial pit I in the upper area. 

Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.22 im.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008-0.010 mn. Stoichedon 45(?). 

1 Cf. I. G., 12, Nos. 739-759. 
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4, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . 

Fig. 45. Inscription No. I 

I. G, I 2 223 No. 11 

5~ 1 r e- - - ||l|_ 

[do,Xgg h] ai'd [d7raQXa IwL Oe6t TOigwl,or TQdXVcC &aYdowAaV p'a, dz]o F6 w adv [',zo] 
N,Eai ow [txo'g] [0QdixoQ] [IheXXea] zo'vrto [g] 

*~~~~4,q [a-0 !1 1 t* ?l| 

RAi'ac[cJot] - -- ---**-- t---- 

10 - - - - - - - -ot]- - -- - - - Qr]xvo 

TZe'vi[i0] ---- [Bule]ixevoi' 
2iqa [ot] ---- ------- - -- - [Ktav]ovvt io 

- -ATvdto [t ] - - -- - - -[B4vud e]voi 

- ~ ~ ~ ~ I - - -. - - - - - 

i5 r [ ~II I I 2tXIV9[,rat] -- - - - - - .[Kae2xed] 6v4 ot] 

- - - -Ki- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- - - - 

11 * 
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The right edge of the stone is preserved. The back is rough and shows no clear 
signs of chisel marks. 

This fragment, which belongs to one of the tribute lists, preserves parts of a headinog 
and the ends of eight names of cities belonging to the Hellespontine group. The letters 
in line 6' seem to be slightly larger than the letters in the rest of the inscription and 
the upright strokes of the N are not parallel as they are in the names of the cities. 

The fragment probably belongs to a tribtute list of the years 425/4-422/1. Another 
small fragment2 has been assigned to those vears by Professors Meritt and West.3 The 
restoration which they have proposed fits the reading of the new fragment exactly.4 
The three columns of the stele were probably arranged much in the same way as in the 
list for the year 427/6,5 where a new group of cities with its heading begins each 
column. The name [Bvp3] ievoi, which must be restored in line 12, does not occur in 
the complete lists of Hellespontine cities for the years 442/1, 441/0, 435/4 and 427/6.6 
In the years 434/3, 430/29 it is listed among the cities ag ot l Wirca da1pw' ?o00o cpQtV.7 

But in the tribute list which Professors Meritt and West have assigned to the year 426/58 
it occurs (spelled BE'flixog) as a Hellespontine city. The other seven cities whose names 
are preserved in our fragment also occur in the list for 427/6. So far as the contents 
are concerned there is no objection to the dating of the fragment in the vears 42W/4-422/1, 
if the nature of the marble and the letter forms admit of such a dating. 

In the spacing of lines and letters, which varies considerably in some of the tribute 
lists, even in the records of a single year, the new piece closely resembles I. G., I2, 223. 
But in the size and forms of the letters there is a noticeable difference. It has already 
been pointed out that the lettering of the first line of our fragment differs from that 
in the subsequent lines, so much so that it seems necessary to assume that two stone- 
cutters were at work on the stele. A comparison of the new fragment with I.G., I2, 223 
reveals the fact that the letters in the first line of our piece are exactly like those in 
the other fragments. Now, since I.G., I2, 223 preserves part of the headingf and the 
beginning of the first column of names, and our fragment belongs to the right side of 
the stele, we may assume that the heading and at least the upper part of the first 
column were written by one man and that the rest of the stele was inscribed later by 
a different hand. The difference is particularly apparent in the form of the nu. 

In the numbering of the lines I follow S. E. G., V, 30. See below. 
2 I.G., J2, 223. 

Harv. Stud. Cl. Phil., XXXVIII, 1927, pp. 69-70; S. E. G., V, 30. 
With regard to the clhange in the reading from that in S. E. G., V, 30, I quote the following from 

a letter of Professor Meritt: "It seems to me that we shouild restore in line 6 ['QX% h]cadE, etc. so that 
the left margin of the stone as determined by the tithe [AF'F I]11 (this is the correct restoration) may be 
correctly indicated. With two vacats now to the right of Tclcu'v[To] we have in the prescript lines of 
65 letters." 

5 Meritt and West, op.. cit., 47/8; S. E. G., V, 28. 
S. E. G., V, 13, 14, 20, 28. 

7 S. E. G., V, 21, 25. 
Op. cit., pp. 49 if., S. E. G., V, 29. 
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The two fragments, moreover, have approximately the same thickness. They have 
obviously had a different history since the stele was broken up and the pieces scattered. 
I.G., I2, 223 looks as if it had been lying in water for some time, whereas the new 
piece, having been buried in earth, preserves better the original condition of the stone. 
The back of both fragments is very rough, so much so that it is difficult to tell whether 
the stone has split or the original back remains. 

12. Fig. 46. E. M. 12789. Fragment of white marble, found December 7, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0.11 m.; width, 0.08 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. (omi/cron, 0.007 m.). Stoichedon. 

:~~~~ 

vacat 
['I] oVt [Xo'g] 

Fig. 46. Inscription No. 12 

The left edge, part of which is preserved, is weathered but is not inscribed. In the 
first line only a singrle letter, or possibly none at all, is lost before the first preserved 
delta of the numeral. The fragment probably belongs to one of the tribute lists, with 
the numerals written in separate columns to the left of the names of cities. The two 
letters in the last line would then be part of the subheading, as shown in the conjectural 
restoration above. A small fragment in the Epigraphical Museum,' which has been dated 
between 420/19 and 418/7, has exactly the same kind of lettering as our piece. Unfortunately 
most of this fragfment has been broken and lost since it was first discovered. All that 

1 I.G., 1 2, 219; S. E. G., V, 36. 
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remains now is a small piece along the left side with some of the numerals preserved. 
Part of the uininscribed left edge also remaains. The cities recorded on this fragment, 
the names of which are now lost, belong to the Ionic group. Since our fragment 
apparently preserves part of the heading ['1]ovt[x4g] it seems very probable that I.G., 
I2, 219 would comie somewhere below our fragment in the same column. Apparently 
the list to which these two fragments belong had a different arrangement from all the 
rest, since the list of Ionic cities was preceded by another group at the top of the left 
columxn. 

The letters of the niew fragment and of I.G., I2, 219 resemble very closely those of 
I. G., I2, 216-217.1 This large stele, which is inscribed on the front and on the left 
side (I. G., J 2, 231), contains a tribute list dated in the year 430/29. The back of the 
stele which has been used as a floor slab for a long time was originally smooth. Both 
the front and the back are very badly weathered. It is highly probable that the stele 
was opisthographic, although no letters can be seen on the back. The condition of the 
surface is such that the inscription, if it did exist, would in all probability have entirely 
disappeared. Most of the stelai of the tribute lists are inscribed on both sides, in some 
cases on the edgfes as well, and those which are inscribed on the front only are as a 
rule roughly picked on the back. Along the left edge of the back of 1G., I2, 216-217 
thle marble is cracked and some pieces have broken away near the top. The breaks 
show that these fragments had split away before the stele was used as a floor- slab. 
I suggest the possibility that our small fragment and I.G., I2, 219 mnay be among the 
chips that broke away at this point, probably at the time when the stele was taken 
down. There are, however, serious difficulties arising from this hypothesis, a discussion 
of which would lead us too far afield. But aside from the question as to where the 
small fragmrents belong, the reasons for assuming that the large stele was opisthographic 
are still valid. 

13. Fig. 47. E. M. 12798 q. Small fragm-lelnt of white marble, found Decemnber 11, 
1933, in the pit north of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Height, 0.75 m.; width, 0.115 in.; thickness, 0.033 n. 

Height of letters, 0.008 in. Stoichedon. 

-F- - - - - - 61 

- - - - - - - - - - - x] og TOo H HHAA - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- - - A4X4t4dog MoVtz1](a)g (T)TXXXXPPF1IIC ro'[xog w ov5'o]- 
- - H A LHHAAPF'II TOXo [ To] VT [O- 

-----------F FIIII r_[ 'O][- - 65 

1 S. E. G., V, 25. 
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Fig. 47. lnsciiptionl No. 13, Fitted to the Stele 

This fragment belongs to the famous logistai inscription which forms the basis for a 
separate monograph published by Profe3sor B. D. Meritt in 1928 1 His publication includes 
fifteen fragments, numbered ap. The new frag~ment, which will be numnbered q, fits at 
the top of his fragment d. The reading given above, which includles part of the text 
preserved on d, shows hlow the two pieces fit together. The chief importance of fragment q 
is the fact that it gives the full amount of rnoney borrowed from Artemis Mounichia. 
What appears in line 63 of Meritt's text as I- should be changed to Fn as is clearly shown 
by the new piece. The figure in the next space to the left can only be rm, making, the 
total 2 talents, 4551 1/4 drachmae. The numeral which is partly preserved in line 62 
gives the interest on the money borrowed from the sanctuary of Poseidlon at Sunium. 
In line 61, are preserved five figures of the capital of a loan from somle sanctuary, the 
name of which is lost. 

When the slab on which the inscription is cut was re-used in mnediaeval timnes the 
two edges were chiseled away at a slant, andl part of the beveled edlge is preserved on 
fragmenlt q. 

1 ikl'e Athenian Calendar. Cf. I. G., 1 2, 324. Since all the fragments of the inscription are not published 
together in the Corpus it seems more convenient to refer to Professor Meritt's book. The lines are 
numbered according to the arrangement on hiis plates I and II. 
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14. Fig. 48. E. M. 12787. Small fragment of white marble, found October 13, 1933, 
close to the rock-cut steps which lead to the west entrance into the large cave (cf. p. 125). 

Fig. 48. Inscription N 1 

F'ig. 48. Inscription No. 14 

Height, 0.093 m.; width, 0.056 m.; thickness, 0.027 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. Stoichedon. 

vacat 

(o) ai 

The right side is preserved. Above the first line is an 
uninscribed surface, ca. 0.055 m. high. The first letter in 
the second line is clearly a thteta, probably written by 
mistake for an ornikroni. 

15. Fig. 49. E. AM. 12779. Fragment of white marble, found October 19, 1933, in the 
same place as the preceding,. 

Height, 0.035 in.; width, 0.125 m.; thickness, 0.085 in. 
Height of letters, 0.011 in. Stoichedon. 

m 

Fig. 49. Three Fragmets of Inscriptions 
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- E zi T] ijS 'Eqe% [0'tdog revrwagea(?) 

Upo -- - - - - - - - - - - 

No original surface is preserved except the front. 

16. Fig. 49. E. M. 12784. Small fragment of white marble, found October 20, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.085 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Heig,ht of letters, 0.010 m. Stoichedon. 

?b vUT)Ij[E bObEt - - - 

- - -xaTaOtvc-t - [- _ _ 

1 7. Fig,. 49. E. M. 12796. Small fragment of white marble, found December 13, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.03 m.; thickness, 0.045 m. 
Height of letters, 0.010 m. Stoichedon. 

vacat 

- Ysea,U] ya 4ee ? 
vacat 

18. Fig. 50. E. M. 12774. Small fragment of white marble, found October 20, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Hei(rht, 0.13 m.; width, 0.075 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. 
Height of letters, ('.09 m. Stoichedon. 

av 
a l o cc- 

* --- ia - - - 

19. Fig. 50. E. M. 12797. Fragment of white marble, found October 19, 1933, in the 
pit east of the Parthlenon drum. 

Height, 0.07 mn.; width, 0.068 m.; thickness, 0.035 m. 
Height of letters, 0.OOS m. Stoichedon. 

[-'0)-6fltjtog [NixooSr-qco . .] 

[Kfe]wloyi[re[ Iehletae 1l 

[. ] j- ? [ys ev Koibet ol] 
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No original edgfe is preserved. The fragment belongs to the Erechtheulm accounts 
for the year 408/7. The three men whose names are partly preserved were all engaged 
in channeling the columns of the east porch,' and it is likely that our fragment belongs 
to an account of the same kind of work. Ameiniades from the deme Koile did other 
stonework during the year 409/8.2 One of the slaves, Somenes, who worked as a mason 
also belonged to him. 

The lines are slightly more widely spaced than is the case with the larger pieces of 
the same inscription, buit one of the smaller fragments3 has practically the same spacing. 

Fig. 50. Four Fragments of Inscriptions 

20. Fig. 50. E. M. 12778. Small frag~ment of white marble, found December 7, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Heig,ht, 0.13 in.; width, 0.045 in. thicekness, 0.054 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. Non stoichedon- 

HoX] vxX[-g Aaxtc'drig(?) 

7~~~~~~ - -''if'.' 8 l l - _ - * !>' 

v ----- 
- - -vr 

Tqtto] xe d ['r?Q (? - - - 

The letters of this fragment closely resemble those of the preceding, but the lines 
are more widely spaced, the arangement is non stoichedon, and the alphabet is apparently 
Ionic. Some fragments which have been attributed to the later Erechtheum accounts 

I Cf. I. G., 12, 374; and L. D. Caskey et al., The Erechtheunm, pp. 384, 11. 1, 10; 390, 11. 37, 48, 55; 
392, 11. 74, 85; 396, 11. 57, 65. 

2 Ibid., pp. 330, 11. 22, 24, 28, 32; 332, 1. 30. 
i lbid., p. 378, fragment XXII. 
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are likewise written with Ionic letters.' Unfortunately there is no word in our fragment 
that can be restored with certainty. The names of Polykles and Timokrates occur in the 
Erechtheum accounts, but the restoration of these names on our fragment is hypothetical. 

21. Fig. 50. E. M. 12776. Small fragment of white marble, found October 10, 1933, 
in the lower area. 

Heigrht, 0.11 im.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. Probably stoichedon. 

XQ- 
8e - - - - - 

- - - 

ea-Q - - _ 

le - 

No original edge of the stone is preserved, but the existing letters belong to the left 
side of a column. The letters reseinble those of the two precedingf fragments but are 
somewhat larger. It is not impossible that this piece, too, belongs to the Erechtheum 
accounts. 

22. Fig. 51. E. M. 12736 a. Fragment of white marble, found February 28, 1934, 
in a pit south of the Mycenaean stairway. 

Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.075 m.; thickness, 0.023 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 

-- dex[o)'rag - - - 

- - - - xe]eyaTa t- -- - - 
---- &v [oa - - 

_; - TOQ ztw]vJV1Q () - - - a 

Fig. 51. Iiiscription No. 22 

The letter forms indicate that this small fragment dates from near the end of the 
fifth century B.C. After the defeat of the Sicilian Expedition Thasos and some of the 

1 L. D. Caskey, op. cit, pp. 416 ff. and cf. Dinsmoor's note, ibid., pp. 648 ff. 
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cities of Thrace revolted from Athens but were recovered by Thrasybulus in 408.1 
Diodorus mentions Abdera among these and adds the information that it was at that 
time one of the most powerful of the Thracian iities. Possibly the inscription is part 
of a decree in honor of some party0or individual among the Abderites who may have 
been instrumental in bringing, about the surrender. 

23. Fig. 52. E. M. 12762. Fragment of white marble, found October 9, 1933 in the 
lower area. 

Height, 0.15 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Heih,ht of letters, 0.008 m. Non stoichedon. 

_~~~~~a - - - - - - -e 

_ _ t z4ex -_ 
--- a_ t Blwv- 
- ---x F2xc - ------ 

~~ i s 
5 II 'Otvo - ------ 

d~~~~to 

This fragment belongs to a naval catalogue,2 a small piece of which was discovered 
last year.3 

24. Fig. 52, E. M. 12781. Fragment of white marble fouind October 17 1933 in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0. 1 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.03 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006-0.007 m. Stoichedon. 

HOc - ------- Ava- 

vacat N- 

For(H) - 
vacat 

I Xenophon, lell., 1, 4, 9; Diodorus, xiii, 72, 1. 
2 JG., II, 1951. 

l Hesperia, I1, 1933, p. 393, No. 12, where references are given to the literatutre on the i'ueription. 
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Bt-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

25. Fig. 52 E. M .., 12782 Frgmn of wht mabe found Decmbe 12, 1933 in' 

Hegt, 0.0 in. with, 0.0 in.; thiknss-,',i 0.0-n. 

Heighta', of. leter, 0.00 m. Stoichedon, 

-d~~~~~~~~~IIrve -~~~* *vts>XP;e 

r.- - v 

-~-:-- ty- 

. g. 5 E 

Hegt 0.0 n;wdh5.0i. thikes .3 n 

Height of letters, 0.008 . Stoichedona. 52 (.... .. 

Fig. 52. Three Fragments of Inscriptions 

25. Fig. 52. E. M. 12782. Fragment of white marble, foundI Decemlber 12, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.06 m.; thickness. 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. Stoichedon. 

ev- 
- - - - - 

-xa 

- 

O_ - - Xao]l tev [Oal(? 

The fragment apparentlv belongs to some inventory records from about the end of 
the fifth century B.aC. 

26. Fio. 53. E. M. 12768. Fraoment of white marble, found October 7, 1933, in the 
lower area. 

Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.035 m. 
Hei(Tht of letters, 0.0()8 m. Stoichedon ca. 52() 
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Fig. 53. Two Fragments of Inscriptions 

- -- -- dyat 'zj@[ te&Iv xe,np.rwv 'rfjg ~4Orjva nomnen 
nomen patris zat UV] ac~ oviEg ot nomen, nomen patris, demoticum 

9YYeaJPcT6v86V 7ra] 3loaav [ararnyot- vo-~ eg ---------nomnen 
nornen patris, dernot. ]ydte xa[l UVVaQeXOVULV V/Jr(poucapivov roi3 6liyov 

296-8, and 302. 

27. fi.5.EM.176Fragment apaetyblnstomefinbluismarle foundn Decemabert 11, 1933 in 

the pit east of the Parthenon drum. 

Height, 0.12 i.; width, 0.09 i.; thickness, 0.075 m. 
Height 'of letters, 0.010 Mn. Stoichedon. 

----NHAA---- 
- ---KHKEXP- - 

vacat 

All the letters are cut withi double strokes which are clearly liscernible. 
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28. Fig. 54. E. M. 12757. Fragment of white marble, found October 16, 1933, in 
the same place as the preceding. 

Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.013 m.; thickness, 0.085 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. Stoichedon. 

Fig. 54. Inscription No. 28 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -, ,,r ,e u .. . . . 

- - Nt Kvda [vr- 

[idjQ (or K(vdaOrjr'cteiig -? --I-J,] edecuoQ T.~4ea * 

- -------- hp] l6vatog 1f'Sh3op- 
- -----------xw7rc'dco Ei3wv- 

to xtdg- ----- - ----- - AvrcL - 

Part of the top and of the right edge and the back are preserved. The Nikias of 
line 3 mnight be of the same family to which the famous general of the Peloponnesian 
War belonged.' A grandson of his with the same name is known from thle first half of 

I For the family tree, see Kirlchner, Pros. Att., No. 10808. 
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the fourth century.' Diokles of Pithos, mentioned in line 5, is probably the trierarch of 
the year 377/6 B.C.2 Our inscription seems to be part of some inventory record. 

29. Fig. 55. E. M. 12759. Fragment of white marble, found December 14, 1933, in 
the pit east of the Parthenon drum. 

Height, 0.17 in.; width, 0.08 mi.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0007 m. 

--N I vacat 

Fig. 55. Inscription No. 29 

The total thickness is preserved. The fragment seems to belong to the bottom of 
the inscription. 

30. Fig,. 56. E. M. 12772. Fragment of white marble, found October 19, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Heig,ht, 0.12 in.; width, 0.035 in.; thickness, 0.065 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.007 m. Probably non stoichedon. 

vacat 

I Lysias, Orat., XVIII, 10. His name also appears on naval records, see Kirechner, loc. cit. 
2 1.G., II2, 1604, 1. 91. 
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31. Fig. 56. E. M. 12761. Small fragment of bluish marble, found December 9, 1933, 
in the same place as the preceding. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. Stoichedon. 

4a..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig. 56. Two Fragigents of Inscriptionis 

.S,? ..............-.- -A., - - - - - - - - - - - - -X. ---''- - 5' ' 

- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - ura] Opo'v H 

dvloi] X6B T&Q Oh- 
[d.ag - - - -- - - - - - ;- X] evu 'f I 
- - --et dAa] .ov Ha i HI 

At the rig-ht edge is an uninscribed surface, ca. 0.10 i. wide, and the stone extended 

at least 0.04 m. to the right of the preserved letters. Apparently the iniscription was 
written in columns. It belongs to an inventory record of some kind. 

32. Fig. 57. E. M. 12773. Frament of white marble found December 12, 1933, in 

the same place as the preceding. 

Height, 0.105 in.; width, 0.05 in.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. Stoichedon. 

12 
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33 Fig o7 Es; MA. 12793. Frgmn of blis marble,a fon Ocoe 14 193i 
Height, 0.055.i.;wdt,0.4 in.;1 yth Ickes ~01.03, m 

i 
I | 
- ---- i | | -- . - ------[ 

The top spreseved.iTh thir Tlinee srgeems tofhv beeritinsoc rsd nect 

l~~~~~~ ~ - -- - - - -x - -| - - - -_- 

Bhelo the fourt lines th ereedn 

twie aidet as5 the space, betwee the thhckers lie.02m 

H ili of letr, 0.00 m. No soce n.___..__ 

GF,#:~~~~~rW de]:01r _v 11 _ - - - - - g 
..~~~ ~~~ - -<: - - -l - -Iat - - - 

. 
. " '- 

~~~~~acat ll|_ __ 

The to isprseve. Thhriesees to- hav bee onc erse an r-cut. 
Belw.heFout lin thr ar notacso letes alhog th prsevd_pcei 
twc asWi wiea h pc ewenteohrlns 
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34. Fig. 57. E. M. 12785. Fragment of bluish marble, found October 11, 1933, in 
the late fill of the lower area. 

Height, 0.075 m.; width, 0.068 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. 

Heighit of letters, 0.006 m. Stoichedon 40. 

yri6 de [:vAfl6Oea0at 
'5g 

jlovX 
j ToY dibov b'ut] 

Jozei 4[t flov;tit erraivezkat iomen - - - - - - - - - -] 
Xrog M7[. Xat arel av&aat ar6v zova&ot areq9dv-] 

5 Ct xarr[aO TOV vo'tIov pIxourOleUag gvexa xat ev>oIag T-] 

i rro'[g 'r)v flovXisv xal vO5v duovwV 140jvAiav dof-] 
vat dV Xat Ti)Y V/iToV Trovg 7QVrdVel Tgroi pe6Tc T)v] 

Ai[aVm'ma cVi'V [x. 

35. Fig. 58. E. M. 12767. Fragment of blue marble, found October 10, 1933 in the 
lower area. 

Height, 0.105 m.; width, 0.105 m.; thickness, 0.065 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. Stoichedon. 

_ s t X% ' deTO~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - 

r~~~~1- t i de o - - - - - -U - -X Vo - - 

5 -- r&t] 8dnx TO Te [VV'V Xat - 

-TsQTlt xcaTat- - - - - - - - 

-v xa Tl - 

Fig. 58. Inscr iption No. 35 

36. Fig. 59. E. M. 12765. Fragment of blue marble, found December 6, 1933, north 
of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.085 m. 

Heig,ht of letters, 0.005 m. Non stoichedon, ca. 48. 
12* 
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Fi 59 Iiiscriptioii No. 34; 
rux. 

in lne . Th incrlvl!ipton d proably]~v dae from thev sec'ond vcantidryB.C. 

TheFg.60 retoato of the63Firstgtomlneso isuconjetrale, espedcilythber name3inth 

late fill of the lower area. 

Height, 0.125 in.; width, 0.105 in.; thickness, 0.065 mn. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m. Non stoichedonl, 29 -33. 

[a&notie]y~ae,rm'e[rcat au'rCot. 

- -- -- t~esruar'ri [,'re&k TOv (biOv 2/8-] 

1 _ 

-- xaxwIg 7-at Ev[#Cg 6w Ov oZv xatd] 

5 [6 d~] I1og Tah~rat ['ripicv lraa'lcaQ Toi?Q Ei-] 
[roy] g ovrag 16av [,rct, d2/aO% rv'X,6t &1do'X-] 
[O-qt] T-[t] #%vX4 rot) [g XadXovragQ irQoE'ovg] 
[d6i rn)v] ,infoi3aav [bxxX~alav xQr,yarituat] 

[Pre'rov 'vorw]v yr cb[yiv ds' ~v!4fd?'XhOa1] 
10 [vr7 flovxnig 8rug [r6,v dYittov - - 'X 
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Fig. 60. Insciiption No. 37 

The full thickness is preserved. The letters are poorly cut. The omi7cron is rendere(d 
by two dots, the middle bar of the epsilon and the horizontal stroke of the alpha are 
regularly omitted, and the rho has two short horizontal strokes instead of the loop. 
The letters are practically identical with those of I.G., 112, 910 which is dated in the 
year 169/8 B.C. 

The word alQestar?5 in line 2 does not usually occur in inscriptions of this kind, 
although it is known from literature. Buit the phrase a(Werwlvta yev6pevog might well 
have been usedl as the equivalent of aieriqip X covX which occurs in formulas from the third 
and second centuries. The second word in line 3 may possibly be w7ixo'[yievog, 
but the cutting which remains after the omnikron seems to indicate a sigma rather 
than a mu. 

38. Fig. 61. E. M. 12764. Fragmient of bluish marble, found October 5, 1933, in 

the late fill of the lower area. 

Heioht, 0.14 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 0.033 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. Non stoichedon 34-39. 
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aW sf ~A i 4,i5t 

-x-x ai tickr4 xevaJi _tst ~Fig.61 Insriptiont No 38A Ej 

-~~~ - -' -.%+ - J- -~.' -X -, - - ^ 

[azeqdvwt 6ipotag t ven a 'ly Ei, T [ 

_ t i " > - . [4o, l 

ETch' 40,?;Vah(ov na't el5vat] ai~r& 4' OV [a] 'Q [v xat"] 

[b9yo'vovg ai5woii vacat yea6p] auOat d' ai,r6v qwv-] 
5 [xfix xal dyov xat qart] ag w ' floS.'lrr.t [i] 

[d$oivapt JE r)v Vpi(pov -robig] ~revrcavip ei slg r)v 

-~~~~~~~~~E] xxxno1av dv[a-] 

10 [awiaat iv ~4xeoiro2e6t- t dE' w~'iv d]yacceaTpi'; 
Ir ra xat, &tvd,oijiv Iaeliaat w6 ] [Vo'jAEVoV] 

The right edge of the stone andI the full thickness are preserved. The writing is 
very careless. In lines 7 and 8 there is a deviation from the common formula. At the 
end of line 10 an horizontal stroke is preserved, but since there is not room for the 
whole article, it is probably an accidental scratch. 

39. Fig,. 62. E. M. 12775. Fragment of white marble, found October 14, 1933, in 
the late fill of the lower area. 
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Height, 0.115 m.; widlth, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006 m. 

---Ocueg vacat 

Krjpudor~o [g 

vacat 

Fig 62 Inscription No. 3 

40. Fig. 63. E. M. 12792. Fragment of white marble, found October 11, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0.06 i.; width, 0.07 i.; thickness, 0.02 m. 

Height of letters, 0.007 i. 

Et)(o) 't5ya [Xog 

vacat 

Fig. 63 Insciption No 40 
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The left edge of the stone is preserved. The third letter in line 3 is iota, apparently 
written by mistake instead of rho. All the names are unusual in Attic inscriptions, and 
two of them, Arxeas and Sperchias, are certainly not Attic. 

41. Fig. 64. E. M. 12770. Fragment of blue marble, brought by a boy who said lhe 
had found it during the summer on the North Slope in thle vicinity of the excavation. 

Fig. 64. Inscription No. 41 

-ox i - - - - 

Hata[neISV] 
ElfXf6wv 5dv - - - - 

On the left side are preserved traces 
of a wreath. The fragment seems to 
belong to an ephebic inscription. 

42. Fig. 65. E. M. 12758. Fragment of white marble, found December 6, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0.055 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.125 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.011 m. 

Fig. 65. Inscription No. 42 

HE,Yx] UOV ev - _ _ _ _ 

The top seems to be origrinal. Below the letters are traces of a wreath. 
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43. Fig. 66. E. M. 12756. Fragment of white marble with inscription within a 
wreath, found Decemiiber 7, 1933, in the lower area. 

Height, 0.14 in.; width, 0.155 m.; thickness, 0.06 in. 

Height of letters, 0.007-0.010 m. 

_|:*f':~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - 2- - - - - - - - - - - - 

o t aTvvE&prjfl0 
Th76' r'Aice 
|HaxXertov 

;r - t; ; 

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Wi . 

Fig. 66. Inscription No. 43 

44. Fig. 67. E. M. 12794. Small chip of 
whlite marble, found December 12, 1933 in the 
pit close to the Parthenon drum. 

The only letters preserved are a small 0 at 
the top and AM at the lower edge. 

Thg 67 Inbcllptlon No 44 
Fig 67InsritionN.4 
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45. Fig. 69 m. E. M. 12751. Fragment of white marble, found October 6, 1933, in 
the late fill of the lower area. 

Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.017 m. 

- - - - - -- - - - ----WIg Ev8TWov a5 - - - - 
_ 

-_ - ____------ - oV8QOVig [de 81g] 
[Irav-ua rig e1eS xcdkrtdogSxas] arewioa rC7v [>1OrjvCov] 

m ['Iov21ica] e[aorT- d 8o'XOoa]l, s& peXv &'a nir[alroa] 
i [zQ]a &eqOa [xaOcamee 6 orvJ'e] Qy6g Stov UiAg 6 [it,X'r] 

10 [Wer8J ag 'E)avtd74 [o'Qog - - - - -IYdov HaI 8ve [PS zara] 
[W]v 8'plv vro6 [ripiav bPiji]aafTo- Ot'&tV 6[8 7rvuaI] 
[wo]t; x(xr' [8"],rog [xat' WoVg vbv 6Q],yovZOa SIyaO-[ Tv] 
[V lt lanxfrrt, 1pleQat 'Iov2Ja] :eaavi ey[8vvi'Or1j- 
[, - dB -H ------- - l 'H [a]4.' vou-g 

15- -- - - - - '- - Oetv Xat & de]oftrveta Ut [)Iovktca IVaz] 
[t iroletv xaO6ig xca iA1t] IrOvq Ho1Io [dt - - 

8flt WOV9 Oit]JM3Tag oTearLyov 

- ---- - - - - - --- -r6]v de' 6exovrva rr~-------- 

- - - - - - -q- - - - - -- - c--- et a ' $va eoQ[og- 
20 - T]o- &aerjXt vog Mt[Dv6g 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -fTaac8'] VoV 8V t ,?~oq r6v / 
j ... 2.Sov avri [t tN IovXi'at] Vifzav act 240vatC TW[6V] 

[&6 z]oX'yaeXwo[v W lt i'vr]e T`(v fTrearorZirwv [0681v] 
[,r-c 7r]e'Wnt, t)plffeat wof x]oaa 'Po,uoyatov eTovg, xqx[W-] 

25 [x8V16]a0[a] t 68 [X]qtl [ToV'6w]v 765v OvefWiv t)v 184eta [v] 

[vI-g )]0Ov&g [Wu'T loXtca]3og Xat wa yeQa TEQ&aYO [at 

[dvaov] i"L [&8 xat 'IovXicax] 6yoaX,ua XQevo3 v v w[7Ot] 
a [H(axQ0]8v6v[t, WOuv Y1' a 'weaD]d XyaOh TVZry[t reo0tV-] 

[etv x] at ioi [q &oXovrag xat l] z vu a ctnx [Xal r6v] 
30 [XV]wffV8 ag 16 l] teEa5z [] 0'[ o]e 

[Wog #]aUt'Xu[CVoavEl Oevxat\] Ta\ 81a [t ',oa WT ow W rXlQ vrg]S 
[cote]ltV zt 'A[Oyv&t wit HloXt]acJ[v Ot6v] cN Xat W&g [7rae-] d 
[EoV]OV ovg Wft Ed' 00Qa]Q xat\ d$a-fba cl]ra-v xat atV1- 

[Xelv] xat\ xOe [ov 8lgg toe] gV ravXa ojvv]x[t\ wo]Vuwv y 
35 [voa]EVwv B[mtqav\q 4 e1g] r@v wrCTeQav w6ov [?4Oi-] 

c [VCO] 'Iovxtav 28aq[a\v et] a va P& zaQx [ava-] 
b y Y&tel d\ *at Wtv [vot$vwv 8i]frorytv ev W[4AXtt] 

xat avaOe[E]vat, a[ea\ w6v ev t4x\oovo']XeXt w^tdiv [Mvv] 

Z,6#aaWxv. vacat 
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This small fragment belongs to an important inscription of which several larger pieces 
have been found on the Acropolis. Nine of these were published by von Premerstein 
in 1913.1 There are two other fragments in the Epigraphical Museum, which he overlooked, 
although their inventory numbers show that they were there at the time of his publication, 
and a smiiall piece found in the excavations on the North Slope was published by me 
in a previous report. 2 Thus there are in all four additional pieces, which will be 
numbered j-mn, following the numbering of the published fragments a-iA One of the 

A~~~~~"R 

Fig. 68. Inscription No. 45, Fragment j 
joined to I. G., 112, 1067 a 

new pieces, j (E. M. 4646), which joins with 
fragfment a, contains parts of six lines (Fig. 68). 
The new fragment m joins with fragment i4 

as shown in figure 69. Although neither of 

..J .. 

Fig. 69. Inscription No. 45, New Fragment m 
joined to i 

these make contact with any of the larger fragments, their place in the stele, which 
was determined by von Premnerstein, is practically certain from the contents. 

Inasmuch as the new fragments necessitate some radical changes in the proposed 
restoration, it will be necessary to discuss the whole inscription at some length. The 
text as restored by von Premerstein has been subjected to criticism by Paul Graindor,5 
who has proposed various corrections. But neither he nor von Premerstein published a 

1 Jahresh., XVI, 1913, pp. 249-270; I. G., JJ2, 1076; Cagnat and Besnier, B. Arch., XII, 1920, p. 365, 
No. 53; P. Graindor, Marbres et textes antiques, p. 52, No. 4; Album d'insc. att., p. 55, No. 87; Wilamowitz, 
Der Glaube der Hell., II, 473; L. Denbner, Attische Feste, pp. 236 f. 

2 Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 412, No. 34. 
3 This numbering of the fragments is that used in I. G., II 2, 1067, which differs from that of von Premerstein. 
4 This is von Premerstein's fragment a, which for some reason is given twice in the Corpus, once in the 

text, 11. 9-12, and again at the end as a separate, unplaced fragment. 
5 Marbres et textes antiques, pp. 52-62. 
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restored facsimile of the whole inscription. Since the restoration in some of the lines 
does not fit the available space, it has to be rejected on that ground alone. In figure 70 
all the fragments are included whose place in the stele is reasonably certain, and restorations 
have been ad(led by dotted lines. Two of the fragments, k (E. M. 3144), andl I (E. M. 12731) 
(Fig. 71) liave been omitted, as has also miucli of von Preincrstein's restoration which -is 
largely conjectural. 

The beginning of the inscription containiing the main decree is lost and the preserved 
part belongs to a rider.' The original height was probably between two and three meters. 
At one time the stele was broken up and the pieces recut, apparently to be used as 
paving slabs. At that time a kind of anathyrosis was ma(le along, the uninscribed smootl 
side of the slabs and the inscribed side seems 
to have been buried in lime mortar. This 
secondary anathyrosis is preserved along the 
left edge of fragments g and d, on the 
right edge of g92 at the top of j and at the 
bottom and left edge of i. The original 
left edge of the stele is preserved in frag- 
ment b and in the small unplaced fragment k. 
There is an uninscribed surface, 0.027 m. 
wide, along the left edge. The right edg,e of 
the inscribed surface must have been rather 
irregular as shown in figure 70, since the 
wor(Is were as a rule divided by syllables. 
In some of the lines the last letters may 
have been crowded, and possibly ligatures 
were used, as is commonly the case with 
inscriptions from the same period. 

Von Premerstein's brilliant restoration, though partly incorrect in details, nevertheless 
gives the general contents of the decree, which is a.ll that the author himself claims to 
have achieved.3 The original decree was proposed by a certain Elpidephoros of the 
deme Pallene during the absence of the unknown author of the rider. The latter, wlho 
seems to have held the office of epimelites,4 apparently headed an embassy sent 
to the Emperor for the purpose of obtaining some favors for the Atlhenians. The 
motivation for the amendment (11. 1-8) seems to contain references to such a commission 

1 It is, of course, possible that the prinicipal decree was recorded on a separate stone. 
2 Von Premnerstein seems not to have noticed that the edges were thus recut, since he inakes the 

statement (op. cit., p. 247) that part of the original right edge is preserved in his fragment f (i.e. I. G., 112, 
1076 g). 

3 Cf. pp. 250 and 266. 
4 The brqEXTElrcc in lines 9 and 10-if this is the correct restoration-is probably the office in charge 

of certain religious festivals at Athens (see Pauly-Wiss. s. v.). 

Fig. 71. Inscription No. 45, Fragmients k and I 
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at which Julia Domna successfully interceded with the Emperor in behalf of the Athenians. 
The new fragment mn necessitates a change in line 8 from von Premerstein's rather harsh 
restoration. Fragment I probably belongs to the upper left corner somewhere above a 
and r?, but it does not seem worth while to attempt a new restoration. In line 8 the 
infinitive d,'0Z0a]t is certainly preferable to a verb in the first person. The change from 
xaOdg to xaOmee in line 9 is required by the space, as is also the shortening of the 
word (or phrase) beginning at the end of line 9 and ending at the be0inninog of line 10. 
In line lt the word coc[,yuiw', which is practically certain, gives us the new information 
that the proposer was absent during the passing of the original decree. It is natural 
to suppose that his absence from Athens at this time was caused by his mission to the 
Emperor. Possibly the Athenians had already before his arrival received news about 
the success of his mission and thus hastened to pass the decree, perhaps in honor of 
the Emperor himself and his sons.' 

The amendment itself, which deals with certain divine honors to Julia Domna, falls 
into two sections, unless our restoration of line 13 is altogether wrong. The first deals 
with various celebrations decreed for the birthday of the Empress; the second has to 
do with annual offerings on the first day of the Roman year. The new cult of Julia 
was to be added to the state cult of Athena Polias. Some changes such as those made 
in lines 12 and 13 are necessary because of the spacing. The word 'y[e'viO] restored 
by von Premerstein at the end of line 13 is our only evidence for a festival on the 
birthday of the Empress. It is perhaps possible that this should be restored in- some 
other way and that the whole decree deals with a single festival. 

In line 14 von Premerstein misread some letters partly preserved on the stone. The 
break between fragments h and g falls in the middle of the line, but certain traces of 
some of the letters appear on both fragments. The first two letters preserved are A 
and H, the thlird has an upright stroke close to the H, and the fourth is completely 
lost. Then follow three letters all with slanting strokes, the lower part of which appear 
on fragment g. The first of these, the fifth from the beginning, appears to be K or 
possibly X; the slant of the line seems too great for A or A. The next three, which 
are better preserved, are AAN. It is obvious that the first alpha is the last letter of a 
word, and that the H begi-ns a new word ending in -Xav. This word, which von Premerstein 
incorrectly read as i[LdQ]V, has seven letters instead of six. I can think of no word 
thiat will fit the space except the name cHQ[a1xZav. If that is correct the name is probably 
that of a priest or some other official somehow connected with the new cult. Some 
such phrase as rov J,s 4esoc (or xf,vXa) r&'v vi o'v ra would fit the space, but it seems too 
general to be correct. 

Since the full name and titles of Julia are nowhere given in the preserved part of the decree there 
is nio reason for dating the inscription before the accession of Caracalla to the throne because of the 
omission of her new title y 'r77Q XEflaaoiv. Cf. von Premersteirn, op. cit, p. 254, and P. Graindor, Maribes 
et textes antiques, p. 53. 
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In lines 17-21 it seems preferable to omit the restorations altogether. Whatever 
were -the contents of this sentence the restoration -proposed by von Premerstein cannot 
stand, and it is highly questionable whether it expresses the correct idea at all. In the 
first place it seems very strange that the strategos should be ordered " to make" a statue 
which the archon was to set up close to the statue of Athena. Whoever would be 
commissioned to see to the making of the statue would most naturally have it set up in 
its place. YvYtvJVaii can hardly convey the idea of dedication which would have been 
expressed by some other term. The restoration, especially in line 19, is too long and it 
seems impossible to express the same idea with fewer letters. Moreover, the letter before 
the 4) in line 19 seems to be A or A, not a circular letter as von Premerstein statet; 
and, finally, the common term for ceiling in iiscriptions is dQoT7 not 'oeo'o. Possibly 
the wvord should be restored as j c7]t, in which case the passage probably h-ad to do 
with the joint rule of the Emperor and his two Sons.2 If this is correct the inseription 
must be dated not later than 209, which was the year in which Geta recei+ved the title 
of Caesar. In line 20 von Premersteini's restoration would be preferable to that suggested 
by Graindor3 which is too long. 

The most important changes from von, Premerstein's text have been made in lines 2227, 
where the new fragment j has made it possible to complete the lines with greater certainty. 
It is difficult to suggest a suitable word as the obJect of evihxa in line 22. It bec,ins 
with A or A and seems to end 'in AON. Obviously it is not a proper n-ame as von 
Premerstein supposed. The verb dv-x a can only mean " dedicate" in this connection, 
and since the tense is aorist It must refer to some dedicatlon other than those mentioned 
in the preserved part of the inscription.4 The indirect object is presumably the n-ame 
of the Empress. The intensive pronoun would presuppose that some one else, who had 
also received honors, had been mentioned in the same connection. Whether, that is 
Athena or the sons of Julia depends on our understanding of the preceding sentence. 

The word O?rtw or some other verb with a similar meaning mtust have been added 
at the end of line 23 ,although it makes the line rather long. The unusual construction 
in line 25, ^Xar8vdyru0at with the genitive, occurs in an inscription from the Amphiaraion.6 
It is difficult to find another verb which fits the sense of the passage equally well. In 
line 26 the article before HIoXtddog is required to fill out the space, however unusual 
it may be., The proper distance between fragments j and g is given in line 24, which 
does not admit of any-change unless some letters were omitted. In line 29 1 have 

p. cit., p. 251. 
2 Another Athenian decree (I. G., 11 2, 1077) was passed in commemoration of this event. 
3 Marbres et textes antiques, p. 56. Cf. S. I G., 694, 54, 

Onle mi0ht suggest S [vx v J r3b i w lo which, however, is somewhat long for the pace. More in 
keeping with von Premerstein's interpretation would be rov d[xdoj o]Aov o bhich was used in late Greek as 
the equivalent of dxoarol (cf. Josephus, Ant. diud., 17, 11, 1) but this would hardly h'ive been used 
together with an inidirect object in the dative. 

S; I GO.3, 1004, 1. S f. 
With other epithets of Atbena, such as Soteira, the article i us ually repeated. 
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kept von Premerstein's reading in spite of Graindor's objections, which do not seem 
sufficiently grounded. The end of line 30 can be restored in various ways. The phrase 
z-d[se 8aoy-vr1v suggested by Graindor seems unnecessary since it is not use(d in connection 
with the other officials who also held office for a year. The words O66eiv xat in line 31 
fill the requirement of space better than the superfluous mzoaag, which Graindor objects to. 
Again in line 32 the article with UoX?t]fr[t is absolutely necessary to fill the space. Graindor's 
corrections for this place are inacceptable. He is right, however, in rejecting z7raeevat on the 
ground of being too loing. The word 06wv which is repeated throughout the decree is doubtless 
correct.' In line 33 the word [eF'Xv0Qa]g is too short, besides being, rather meaningless, as 
Graindor points out. I have substituted [deoijpoeo6ua]g, which fills the available space.2 

In line 34 the reading Xo'e[ov xat koe]ru'r, which, according to Graindor, "ne laisse 
pas de choquer " can be improved by adding a preposition before 6oQ]T?v. The three 
extra letters are also needed to fill the space. At the end of that line the last letter 
is almost certainly r instead of n. Finally in line 38 E' 4Xoon-od']Iet must be substituted 
for the shorter phrase bv iros]Xeb. 

The new reading of this document, which it has been possible to establish with the 
aid of the unpublished fragments, has added some points of interest, without, however, 
altering the general trend of the decree. Unfortunately some important matters still 
remain in doubt. Repeated attempts at placing the remaining two fragments in the stele 
have convinced me that a variety of possible readings can be suggested which, without too 
great violence to the language, will complete the lines so as to include all the fragments. 
But the futility of purely conjectural restorations has been sufficiently demonstrated by 
means of those fragments whose place in the stele is determined by actual contact. 

46. Fig. 72. E. M. 12752. Fragfment 
of white marble, found October 2, 1933, 
in the late fill in front of cave Q (PI. I). 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.10 in.; thick- 
ness, 0.134 m. 

Height of letters, 0.02 m. 

Fig. 72Inspn NaTa7.- 

Fig. 72. Inscription No. 4b 

1 Cf. S. l. G., 1000. 
2 Graindor's suggestion [Es1r6TQ,da]5' (wbich he accents as if it were masculine) and [D'yEvW]; are 

likewise too shiort. 
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47-51. Figs. 73 and 74. E. M. 12786, 
12783, 12791, 12769, 12788. Five small 
fragments of marble with traces of letters, 
found at various places in the excavations. 

52. Fig. 75. E. M. 12760. Small piece 
of wlhite marble with some letters scratched 
with a fine point, found October 6, 1933, in 
the lower area. 

47 48 
Fig. 73. Two Fragments of Inscriptions 

q9 50 
Fig. 74 Three Fragments of Inscriptions S _e;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~H4 - ' - - 

Fi-. . Inscription No. 52 
13 
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53. Fig. 76. E. M. 12754. Fragment of Christian tombstone of poros, found in a 
modlern stairway at the top of Klepsydra Street. 

Height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.025 m. 

-v] Mixht -______ 
- - - X(a) - 4po [8euriaS (?) 

N."- 

Fig. 76. Inscription No. 53 

ADDENDUM TO HESPERIA, II, 1933, P. 411, INSCRIPTION No. 33 

The lower piece of the inscription, shown in figure 77, which was discovered in a 
heap of marble fragments in the ruined church of Hagios Nikolaos, fits a fragment in 
the Epigraphical Museum (E. M. 2761). The two pieces are parts of a herm inscribed 
on the front face with a list of epheboi. The stone has a deep groove, visible in figure 77, 
cut on either side. The surface is badly weathered, especially on the fragment which 
was published last year. The upper piece, which apparently has been in the Museum a 
long time, is not included among the ephebic lists in I. G., II2, and there is no indication 
of its provenance in the museum inventory. The characteristic letter forms, E, W, appear 
most commonly in inscriptions of the early third century A.D., 1 and approximately to 
that period our inscription must be assigned. In the text given below are included the 
legible names on both fragments, with some additions and corrections to the names 
published in the preceding report.2 

1 Cf. I. G., 112, 2196, 2208; and cf. Larfeld, Gr. Epigr., pp. 503 ff. 
2In order to avoid confusion, the numbering of the lines as given in Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 411 are 

here added in parenthesis. 
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[JH]ol rk[g 0c,2g(?) 

[0] 80o'T [og] 

[N]8txoaaos 4w .oy 
5 [N] uxoxA; EiruYwov 2 

1io6',I K)av. Xcabov 3 

Z4ovvufo&twQog 18v802ov 

wAxbcr'g HQ8 ypo [v] 

do6pov HoQotr1O8is4 2? [HT] T [rvloa ] ( ? ) 
10 AohtLTOg 'E7riar,08sg 

KXav. ENuv'xr 

Zl4tov'atog 'I,,,oxog 

Nov&o. I8HQc'Og 

KI(A)ivnlzsog E161Y[0Tov] 

15 'lo [v] X.ly iruragf 5o 

MeYdizog 6'- - 

Maev. 08O0pl [)og] 

&u.(?) a Ao](? 
20 - _ - odro01, 

..-NALWNA.. Y 

[A4] vTWtPog NYof)vog (?) 
(5) AOCvcto 

['H] QeazkX g 'pFd)ovog 

25 LAt [X] ri v 

zhov0a ?S 

Zc/1litog 'IOITVgQV 

(10) 4axXyu7ro6 ['[we]og D! oV1v [ov] 

EF,uvc/ylcwr 
30 E[v)] otarog zxov. 

~a/5'8ivob 'EiacpQo8lTu [o] t) 

VA ['l] vyog [i.]ka1oV 
(1-) E-E7p,V [at] oS 

_ _ _- - - 1Fc( [QO 81"UOV](? 

1 Cf. I. G., II2, 2208, 1. 77. 2 Cf. I. G., 112, 2237, 1. 96. 
I Cf. I. G., 112, 2097, 1. 207, where the same namne, spelled XeQacot, appears as that of all ephebos. 
4 Cf. I. G., III, 758 a, and 112, 2243. In both these instances the name is abbreviated JouiT. or Jo, 

which the editors have filled otut as Aoytdt(tog). Since the name occurs twice in our inscription without the 
second iota we must assume t.hat this is the correct form. 

5 Cf. 1.G., II, 2130, 1. 187. 

OSCAR BRONEER 
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